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Zusammenfassung
Modellgetriebene Techniken ermöglichen eine frühzeitige Vorhersage der nichtfunktionalen Eigenschaften, z.B. Performanz, Zuverlässigkeit und Kosten, von SoftwareArchitekturmodellen. Dies ermöglicht es, die Qualität der Software-Architektur frühzeitig
einzuschätzen, so dass eine teure Neuentwicklung zu einer späten Phase des SoftwareEntwicklungsprozesses vermieden werden kann, falls die nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen
nicht erfüllt werden.
Selbst wenn häufig eine grobe Vorstellung der nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen vorliegt,
können die exakt geforderten Werte unklar sein, so dass Kompromissentscheidungen getroffen werden müssen. Nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen können auf unterschiedliche Weise
ausgedrückt werden. Zum einen können Einschränkungen bestimmt werden, die die gerade
noch akzeptablen Werte der nicht-funktionalen Eigenschaften bestimmen. Zum anderen
können angestrebte Zielwerte für die nicht-funktionalen Eigenschaften bestimmt werden.
Das Entwerfen von Architekturen, die sowohl eine gute Kompromissentscheidung zwischen
mehreren nicht-funktionalen Eigenschaften ermöglichen, als auch die nicht-funktionalen
Anforderungen erfüllen, ist schwierig. Selbst wenn ein funktionaler Entwurf vorgegeben ist,
existieren viele Freiheitsgrade (z.B. Komponenten-Allokation oder Server-Konfiguration),
die einen großen Entwurfsraum aufspannen. Eine manuelle Suche im Entwurfsraums ist
mühsam, fehleranfällig und manchmal sogar unmöglich.
Bestehende Ansätze untersuchen den Entwurfsraum automatisiert, jedoch untersuchen
sie den ganzen Entwurfsraum und müssen eine große Anzahl an Architekturkandidaten
analysieren. Da jedoch die Vorhersage der nicht-funktionalen Eigenschaften einer Architektur nicht-trivial und rechenintensiv ist, sind diese Ansätze zeitaufwendig. Da außerdem
eine grobe Vorstellung der nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen bereits vorliegt, werden viele
Lösungen gefunden, die keine umsetzbare Architektur darstellen.
Die vorliegende Diplomarbeit präsentiert einen Ansatz, um grob geschätzte nichtfunktionale Anforderungen in einen automatisierten Optimierungsansatz für komponentenbasierten Software-Architekturmodelle zu integrieren, um die Suche auf besonders interessante Bereiche des Zielraums zu fokussieren. Das Ziel ist, sowohl die Qualität der
gefundenen Lösungen, als auch die benötigte Zeit für das Auffinden interessanter Lösungen zu verbessern. Die nicht-funktionale Anforderungen, die betrachtet werden sind i)
gerade noch akzeptable Werte und ii) Zielwerte der nicht-funktionalen Eigenschaften.
Zur Bewertung meines Ansatzes habe ich diesen in einer Fallstudie auf ein komponentenbasiertes Betriebsinformationssystem angewendet. Ich habe 10 Szenarien für die
nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen untersucht. Jedes Szenario wurde durch 10 Optimierungsläufe, bei denen jeweils etwa 1600 Architekturkandidaten ausgewertet wurden,
untersucht. Die Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass die Qualität der gefunden Lösungen durch die Berücksichtigung der nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen während des Optimierungsprozesses verbessert werden kann, der Effekt jedoch vom Szenario, d.h. dem
Problem und der nicht-funktionalen Anforderungen, abhängt. Das beste Ergebnis wurde
für das wohl häufigste Szenario, bei dem eine Budgetgrenze eingehalten werden muss,
erzielt: Mein Ansatz konnte die benötigte Zeit, um gute Lösungen im interessanten Bereich des Zielraums zu finden, um durchschnittlich mehr als 20% verringern.

Abstract
Model-driven techniques enable early prediction of the non-functional properties, such as
performance, reliability, and costs, of a software architecture on a model basis. This allows
to have an early assessment of the software architecture to avoid expensive redevelopments
in late phases of the software development process if the non-functional requirements are
not met.
Even though there is usually a rough idea of requirements for the conflicting non-functional
properties, the exact required values may be unclear, thus requiring a trade-off decision
between possible architectural designs. Non-functional requirements can be expressed in
different ways. On the one hand, certain constraints may be identified that specify worst
acceptable values for the non-functional properties. On the other hand, certain desired
goal values may be identified for the non-functional properties. Designing architectures
that exhibit such good trade-off between multiple non-functional properties and respect the
non-functional requirements is hard. Even with a given functional design, many degrees of
freedom in the software architecture (e.g. component deployment or server configuration)
span a large design space. Searching through this large design space manually is tedious,
error-prone, and sometimes even impossible.
Existing approaches are able to search through the design space automatically. However,
these approaches explore the whole search space and require to analyze a large number of
architectural candidates. As the quality prediction of an architectural design is non-trivial
and computationally expensive, these approaches are time-consuming. Furthermore, a
rough idea for the quality requirements of the software architecture usually already exists,
such that many solutions found by the approaches cannot be considered as a possible
architecture.
This diploma thesis presents an approach to integrate rough non-functional requirement
estimations into an automated component-based software architecture model optimization
approach to focus the search on particularly interesting regions of the objective space. This
approach aims at improving both, the quality of the solutions found and the time needed to
find interesting solutions. The specific non-functional requirements regarded are i) worst
acceptable values and ii) goal values for the non-functional properties.
To evaluate my approach, I applied it to an architecture model of a component-based
business information system. I examined 10 scenarios for the non-functional requirements.
Every scenario was examined with 10 optimization runs, each investigating around 1600
architectural candidates. The results indicate that the integration of non-functional requirements into the optimization process can improve the quality of the solutions found,
however, the effect depends on the scenario, i.e. the problem and the non-functional requirements. The best results were achieved for the probably most common scenario of
having a budget limit: The approach was able to decrease the time needed to find good
solutions in the interesting regions of the objective space by more than 20% on average.
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1. Introduction
This is an introductory chapter. The motivation for the problem handled in this thesis
is presented in section 1.1. Section 1.2 discusses the contributions of this diploma thesis.
Finally, section 1.3 presents the outline of this diploma thesis.

1.1. Motivation
The architecture of a software system describes the elements of the system and how these
elements relate to each other (cf. [BCK03]). This description is an abstraction of the
system. It provides essential information e.g. for the communication between developers
or the foundation for the analysis, implementation, and evolution of the software system. A
software architecture is crucial for the success of a software development process, especially
for large and complex projects (cf. [RH09]). Considering the early phases of the software
development process, a software system is always developed with regard to functional and
non-functional requirements. The design of the software architecture has a major impact
on the non-functional properties, such as performance and reliability, of the developed
system (cf. [BCK03]).
Today, model-driven techniques enable early prediction of the non-functional properties
of a software architecture on a model basis. For the prediction, the architectural design
is transformed into different models, e.g. layered queueing networks or Markov chains.
These models are analyzed or simulated to gain insight into the system and determine
its non-functional properties. This allows to have an early assessment of the software
architecture to avoid expensive redevelopments in late phases of the software development
process if the requirements for the non-functional properties are not met.
The non-functional properties of a software system are usually conflicting, e.g. improving
the performance of a system leads to increasing costs. Even though there is usually a
rough idea of requirements for the non-functional properties, the exact required values
may be unclear, thus requiring a trade-off decision between possible architectural designs.
For example, the decision of how much response time of the system is acceptable may
depend on the costs to achieve this response time and is subject to negotiation between
stakeholders. Still, they may agree on quality requirements that can be expressed in
different ways. On the one hand, certain constraints may be identified that specify worst
acceptable values for the non-functional properties. These values state e.g. that the mean
response time of the system should not exceed 10 seconds. If the system exceeds any worst
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acceptable quality level, it is declared infeasible, i.e. useless for the stakeholders. On the
other hand, certain desired goal values may be identified for the non-functional properties.
These values state that if the system can reach a goal value of e.g. 3 seconds for the
mean response time, it is not desired to sacrifice other quality to further improve the mean
response time.
Designing software architectures that exhibit good non-functional characteristics is difficult. Even with a given functional design of the architecture, many degrees of freedom
that have a decisive impact on the non-functional properties of the architecture still exist.
These degrees of freedom are possibilities to change the architecture without affecting the
functional properties, i.e. component selection, component allocation and server configuration. Searching through this large design space manually is tedious, error-prone, and
sometimes even impossible.
Existing approaches (e.g. cf. [MKBR10, ABGM09]) are able to search through the design
space automatically. They improve the architectural design of the software architect and
provide a set of solutions with good trade-off characteristics. Often, the use of metaheuristics is preferred as they are efficient techniques to explore large search spaces where other
approaches are – computationally speaking – too expensive. Metaheuristics are “high-level
strategies, which guide an underlying, more problem specific heuristic to increase their
performance” [Stü99]. As a subset of metaheuristic techniques, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (e.g. cf. [Deb01]) simulate an artificial evolution process to iteratively find
better solutions. They provide a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, i.e. solutions that are
better than any other solution in at least one non-functional criterion, to approximate
the possible trade-off candidates and allow to make a representative trade-off decision.
However, these approaches require to analyze a large number of architectural candidates.
As the quality prediction of an architectural design is non-trivial and computationally expensive, the application of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms to find good software
architectures is time-consuming.
The problem is that metaheuristic techniques explore the whole search space; the software
architect, however, already has a rough idea for the quality requirements of the software
architecture, such that many solutions found by the search cannot be considered as a
possible architecture.
This diploma thesis presents an approach to integrate rough non-functional requirement estimations into an automated, metaheuristic component-based software architecture model
optimization approach. The specific quality requirements regarded are i) worst acceptable values and ii) goal values for the non-functional properties. The presented approach
aims at focusing the search on particularly interesting solutions that satisfy the quality
requirements to improve both, the quality of the solutions found by the optimization and
the time needed to find particularly interesting solutions that exhibit good non-functional
characteristics.
For this purpose, I extend the PerOpteryx approach [MKBR10] that uses the multiobjective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II [Deb01] to find Pareto-optimal software architectures. The extension comprises three aspects. First a modeling notation based on the
existing Quality of service Modeling Language (QML) [FK98] is created to enable the
specification of non-functional properties and non-functional requirements. Second, the
non-functional requirements are translated into side conditions of a multi-objective optimization problem. Finally, a novel constraint handling technique is integrated into the
PerOpteryx approach to focus the search on particularly interesting solutions.
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1.2. Contribution
The contribution of this diploma thesis is a novel approach that, to the best of my knowledge, is the first to combine multi-objective architecture optimization and non-functional
requirements so that the search can focus on interesting regions of the objective space.
More specifically, my diploma thesis comprises the following contributions:
1. I created an Ecore metamodel of quality attributes and quality requirements based
on the Quality of service Modeling Language (QML) [FK98]. This metamodel allows
to define quality attributes, quality objectives and quality requirements.
2. I surveyed constraint handling techniques for evolutionary algorithms. The techniques are compared and discussed with focus on their application in NSGA-II.
3. I introduced a novel constraint handling technique that combines the constraineddomination method of Deb [Deb01] and the goal attainment method of Fonseca et
al. [FF93, FF98]. This constraint handling technique does not impose increased
complexity on Pareto-based metaheuristics.
4. I examined the constrained-domination method, the goal attainment method, and
my novel, combined method in a case study demonstrating their influence on the
optimization of software architecture models.
The combination of multi-objective architecture optimization and non-functional requirements is implemented in the PerOpteryx tool. However, the presented concepts are
not tied to any specific implementation and can be used in other approaches, as e.g.
ArcheOpterix [ABGM09].

1.3. Outline
This diploma thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the foundations of multi-objective optimization and multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms. Chapter 3 discusses the foundations of the terminology and
representation of quality of software architectures. Furthermore, this chapter presents the
foundations of optimizing quality of software architectures.
Chapter 4 presents related constrained software architecture optimization approaches.
Chapter 5 presents an approach to model quality of software architectures. In specific,
this chapter presents an extended metamodel of the Quality of service Modeling Language
(QML) first introduced in section 3.1.
Chapter 6 presents a survey of constraint handling techniques for evolutionary algorithms.
This survey is focused on techniques to integrate partial user preferences into NSGA-II.
Furthermore, this chapter presents a combined constraint handling approach that is used
in my work.
Chapter 7 presents the architecture of the optimization tool PerOpteryx and the extensions to integrate constraint handling into the optimization.
Chapter 8 applies the novel, combined constraint handling technique designed in section 6.2
to a software architecture model in a case study and discusses the results.
Finally, chapter 9 summarizes and presents future work.
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This chapter presents the foundations of multi-objective optimization. Section 2.1 presents
multi-objective optimization problems. Section 2.2 presents the concepts of Pareto-dominance and Pareto-optimality. Section 2.3 presents evolutionary algorithms, a metaheuristic
technique to solve multi-objective optimization problems. Finally, section 2.4 presents the
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II in detail.

2.1. Multi-Objective Optimization Problem (MOOP)
A multi-objective optimization problem (MOOP) is the problem to optimize multiple conflicting objective functions. Generally, this is defined as follows (cf. [Deb01]):

Definition 1. A (general) multi-objective optimization problem is the problem to find the vector of n decision variables ~x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )T ∈ D that
optimizes
F (~x) = (f1 (~x), f2 (~x), ..., fm (~x))T , F : D → O ⊆ Rn , n ∈ N

(2.1)

subject to
xmin
≤ xi ≤ xmax
,
i
i

i = 1, 2, ..., n,

(2.2)

gj (~x) ≤ 0,

j = 1, 2, ..., p, gj : D → R

(2.3)

hk (~x) = 0,

k = 1, 2, ..., q, hk : D → R

(2.4)

where D is the decision space, O is the objective space (or solution space),
fl are the m objective functions, p is the number of inequality constraints,
and q is the number of equality constraints.

In this context, important notations based on the term feasibility are defined as follows
(cf. [Deb01]):

5
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Definition 2. A solution ~x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )T ∈ D of a (general) multiobjective optimization problem is said to be feasible if it satisfies the variable
bounds 2.2 and the inequality and equality constraints 2.3 and 2.4.
The set of all feasible solutions constitutes the feasible region (or search
space) S.
The feasible objective space is the by F mapped feasible region S
[
{F (~s)} .
(2.5)
F (S) :=
~s∈S

Without loss of generality, the minimization of the objective functions fl of MOOPs is
assumed applying the duality principle1 (e.g. cf. [Deb95]). Furthermore, the equality
constraints 2.4 from definition 1 are transformed into inequality constraints using

|hk (~x)| ≤ 

(2.6)

where  is a small tolerance value. Finally, the variable bounds 2.2 will be removed as they
can be expressed by the inequality constraints. For these reasons, the following definition
of a MOOP is used throughout this diploma thesis:

Definition 3. A multi-objective optimization problem is the problem to find
the vector of n decision variables ~x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )T ∈ D that minimizes
F (~x) = (f1 (~x), f2 (~x), ..., fm (~x))T , F : D → O ⊆ Rn , n ∈ N

(2.7)

subject to
gj (~x) ≤ 0,

j = 1, 2, ..., s, gj : D → R

(2.8)

where D is the decision space, O is the objective space (or solution space), fl
are the m objective functions, and s is the number of inequality constraints.

2.2. Pareto-Dominance and Pareto-Optimality

As the solution space of a MOOP is multi-dimensional, it is necessary to define when a
solution of a MOOP (or short: solution) is better than another. This is done by the concept
of Pareto-dominance defining a strict partial order 2 on the decision space (cf. [Deb05]):

1

Basically, a maximization problem can be converted into a minimization problem by multiplying the
objective function by −1.
2
The Pareto-dominance relation is asymmetric and transitive. For further information, see [Deb05].
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Definition 4. A solution ~x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )T ∈ D is said to Paretodominate (or short: dominate) a solution ~y = (y1 , y2 , ..., yn )T ∈ D denoted
by ~x ≺ ~y if
F (~x) 6= F (~y ) ∧ ∀i : fi (~x) ≤i fi (~y )
(2.9)
where fi (~x) ≤i fi (~y ) denotes that ~x is equal to or better than ~y in the i-th
objective.
A solution ~x is said to be non-Pareto-dominated (or short: non-dominated)
by ~y if
~y ⊀ ~x
(2.10)
The solutions ~x, ~y are said to be non-Pareto-dominated (or short: nondominated) ( w.r.t. each other) if
~x ⊀ ~y ∧ ~y ⊀ ~x.

(2.11)

A set S ⊆ D is said to be non-Pareto-dominated (or short: non-dominated)
if
∀~x, ~y ∈ S : ~x ⊀ ~y .
(2.12)
This allows us to say, a solution is better than another if it dominates the other, whereas
incomparable solutions are non-dominated (w.r.t. each other). Finally to establish an optimality criterion, definition 4 is extended to define (global) Pareto-optimality (cf. [Deb05]):
Definition 5. A solution ~x ∈ D is said to be Pareto-optimal (or short:
optimal) w.r.t. a set C ⊆ D with ~x ∈ C if
∀~y ∈ C : ~y ⊀ ~x

(2.13)

A solution ~x is said to be globally Pareto-optimal (or short: globally optimal)
if ~x is Pareto-optimal w.r.t. the entire feasible search space S.
The set of all non-dominated, (globally) optimal solutions is called the Paretoset. The by F mapped Pareto-set is called the Pareto-front.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the terms of this section assuming minimization of the objectives.
The feasible objective space is depicted as the gray area, the Pareto-front is depicted as
the solid line. Solution p~1 is part of the Pareto-front, whereas p~2 is dominated by e.g. p~1 .

2.3. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
When solving optimization problems, often the use of metaheuristics is preferred as they
provide efficient and effective techniques to explore the search space. Metaheuristic algorithms are approximate, non-problem-specific, and usually non-deterministic. They are
able to find (near-)optimal solutions where other approaches are – computationally speaking – too expensive.
Evolutionary optimization is one of the most popular metaheuristic method [CC06, Fog99,
Gol89]. It is inspired by natural evolution. Starting with an initial set of solutions (i.e.
the population of individuals) whose elements are evaluated, evolutionary algorithms (EAs)
iteratively evolve the population creating new individuals by combining two individuals
(so-called recombination) or modifying single individuals (so-called mutation). After this
reproduction phase, the best individuals are selected according to their evaluated fitness to
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f2
p2
p1

f1
Figure 2.1.: The Pareto-front (solid line) of the feasible, two-dimensional objective space
with a globally optimal solution p~1 and a dominated solution p~2 .
form the next generation. Reproduction, evaluation, and selection are repeatedly applied
on the population, until a predefined stop criterion is fulfilled (cf. figure 2.2).
For details on metaheuristics and evolutionary algorithms, see [BR03]. For an example
and a detailed analysis of an EA, see section 2.4.

2.4. The Elitist Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
(NSGA-II)
Many multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) make use of the optimality criterion defined in section 2.2 to find adequate solutions to a MOOP, i.e. the Pareto-front.
As one of those, the elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [Deb01] is
one – if not the most (cf. [HKB06]) – popular general-purpose MOEA (cf. [BGSZ09]).
NSGA-II integrates both, an elite-preserving strategy and an explicit diversity-preserving
mechanism. With elite preservation, it is guaranteed that the elites of the population, i.e.
the best solutions found by the algorithm, are carried over from one generation to the
next. The diversity-preserving mechanism promotes the development of well-distributed
solutions in order to get a significant approximation of the Pareto-front.
Non-dominated sorting
The essential part of the algorithm is to determine the non-domination levels of each
solution in the population by classifying them into (non-dominated) fronts as follows3 :
Definition 6. A solution ~x belongs to the i-th (non-dominated) front Fi
(i = 1, 2, ...) and is said to have the i-th non-domination rank (or short:
i−1
S
rank) denoted by ~xrank = i if ~x is Pareto-optimal w.r.t. S \
Fj .
j=1

Note that as Pareto-optimality is desired, smaller ranks are better than greater ones.
The procedure of this classification, the so-called fast non-dominated sorting, is described
in algorithm 1 and basically counts how often each solution is dominated. At first, the
individuals of the first front are found. In order to find the individuals of the next front,
3

Note that

S0

j=1

Fj = ∅. Consequently, F1 is the Pareto-front as defined in section 2.2.
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Initial population
(1st generation)

Reproduction
Enlarged population

Evaluation
Evaluated, enlarged
population

Selection
Stop?

Best individuals of
the population

Population
(next generation)

Figure 2.2.: The main phases of an evolutionary algorithm (derived from [MKBR10]).
the domination count of the individuals is decreased by the number of dominations by the
individuals of the previous front. This is repeated until all individuals are ranked. While
the complexity of checking two solution for Pareto-dominance is O(M ), the complexity of
the fast non-dominated sorting is O(M N 2 ), where M is the number of objectives and N
is the population size. This complexity can be calculated as follows: The first outer loop
(line 1) is executed N times, the inner loop (line 4) is executed N − 1 times. Considering
the Pareto-dominance check that is done at most twice, this results in a complexity of
O(N · (N − 1) · 2M ) = O(M N 2 ).
The innermost loop (line 20) of the second loop (line 17) is executed for each solution, thus
N times. Sp~ is the set of solutions dominated by p~ and as one solution can dominate at
most N − 1 solutions of the population, the complexity of the second outer loop is O(N 2 ),
thus dominated by O(M N 2 ).
Crowding distance
In order to maintain a sufficient spread in the solutions, the density of each front is estimated by computing the crowding distance as described in algorithm 2. The crowding
distance of a point is the average normalized distance of two points on either side of this
point along each of the objectives. This is illustrated in figure 2.3 where the crowding distance of p~i (denoted by p~idistance ) in its front (gray points) is the average side length of the
cuboid (dashed box). Estimating the perimeter of the cuboid, algorithm 2 calculates the
crowding distance of intermediate solutions by sorting the population for each objective
and adding up the normalized differences of two adjacent solutions. Boundary solutions
are assigned an infinite crowding distance as they only have one neighbor. The crowding
distance calculation sorts the population M times and as there are at most N solutions in
one front, the complexity of the calculation is O(M N log N ) assuming a sorting complexity
of O(N log N ).
Combining the concepts of non-dominated sorting and crowding distance, the crowdedcomparison operator ≺n is introduced to enable comparisons of solutions of the population.

9
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Algorithm 1 fast-non-dominated-sort(P ) – O(M N 2 ) (source: [DPAM02])

5:

10:

15:

20:

25:

30:

for all p~ ∈ P do
np~ = 0
Sp~ = ∅
for all ~q ∈ P do
if p~ ≺ ~q then
Sp~ = Sp~ ∪ {~q}
else if ~q ≺ p~ then
np~ = np~ + 1
end if
end for
if np~ = 0 then
p~rank = 1
F1 = F1 ∪ {~
p}
end if
end for
i=1
while Fi 6= ∅ do
Q=∅
for all p~ ∈ Fi do
for all ~q ∈ Sp~ do
nq~ = nq~ − 1
if nq~ = 0 then
~qrank = i + 1
Q = Q ∪ {~q}
end if
end for
end for
i=i+1
Fi = Q
end while

Population P
Domination count np~
Set of solutions Sp~ that p~ dominates
If p~ dominates ~q

p~ belongs to the first front F1
rank of p~

Used to store the members of the next front

~q belongs to the next front
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Algorithm 2 crowding-distance-assignment(I) – O(M N log N ) (source: [DPAM02])
Number of solutions in I

l = |I|
for all i do
I[i]distance = 0
end for
5: for all objective m do
I = sort(I, m)
I[1]distance = I[l]distance = ∞
for i = 2 to (l − 1) do
I[i]distance = I[i]distance +
10:

end for
end for

Initialize distance

Sort using each objective value
So that boundary points are always selected
For all other points
I[i].m is the m-th objective of the i-th individual of the sorted population I

I[i+1].m−I[i−1].m
max −f min )
(fm
m

f2

pi-1

Cuboid

pi
pi+1
1

0

Figure 2.3.: Crowding distance calculation.
(source: [Deb01]).

f1

Gray points belong to the same front

The crowded-comparison operator guides the selection process at various stages of the
algorithm and defines a strict partial order as follows:
Definition 7. Let ~x, ~y be two solutions. Then, ~x ≺n ~y if
~xrank < ~yrank ∨ (~xrank = ~yrank ∧ ~xdistance > ~ydistance ).

(2.14)

The operator ≺n first compares the ranks of two solutions, if they are equal, the crowding
distances of the solutions are compared.
NSGA-II
The core algorithm is based on the concepts of non-dominated sorting and crowding distance (consequently also on the crowded-comparison operator ≺n ) during both, the selection of individuals to be mutated or combined (so-called mating-selection) and the selection
of individuals to be carried over from one generation to the next (so-called environmental
selection).
Starting with a randomly created parent population P0 , each individual is assigned a
fitness according to the rank determined by the non-dominated sorting4 . To create an
4

Note that this implies that minimization of fitness is pursued.
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Algorithm 3 NSGA-II – O(M N 2 ) (source: [DPAM02])
Rt = Pt ∪ Qt

Generation count t, Parent population Pt ,
Offspring population Qt
F = (F1 , F2 , ...), all non-dominated fronts
of Rt , see algorithm 1

F = fast-non-dominated-sort(Rt )
5:

Pt+1 = ∅
i=1
while |Pt+1 | + |Fi | ≤ N do

Until front is too large to be completely
accepted for the next generation
crowding-distance-assignment(Fi ) See algorithm 2

10:

15:

Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ Fi
i=i+1
end while
Sort(Fi , ≺n )

Sort in descending order using the crowdedcomparison operator ≺n
Choose the first (N − |Pt+1 |) elements of Fi
Create offspring

Pt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ Fi [1 : (N − |Pt+1 |)]
Qt+1 = make-new-pop(Pt+1 )
t=t+1

offspring population Q0 of size N , mating-selection is performed using binary tournament
selection that picks r individuals randomly and chooses the best solutions considering the
crowded-comparison operator ≺n as mutation or mating candidates. Parent and offspring
population are unified to perform the next steps of the optimization.
Algorithm 3 describes the main algorithm at generation t and figure 2.4 illustrates the
process. First, the combined population Rt = Pt ∪ Qt of size 2N is formed. Then, the nondominated sorting is executed to create the fronts. After the crowding distance assignment,
the best fronts are selected for the next generation (i.e. first F1 , then F2 , a.s.o.) until
adding another front would make the total size of the population of the next generation
exceed N . Then after sorting the next front using the crowded-comparison operator ≺n ,
the individuals of the next front having the highest crowding distance are picked to fill up
the size of the population to N . Note that as the population consists of the parent and
the offspring population, elitism is ensured by accepting the globally best solutions to the
next generation. Finally, offspring of the next generation is created as described in the
initial generation and the process is repeated.
Considering the complexity of one iteration of the algorithm, the main steps have the
following complexity:
1. non-dominated sorting is O(M (2N )2 );
2. crowding-distance assignment is O(M (2N ) log(2N ));
3. sorting on ≺n is O(2N log(2N )).
The complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the non-dominated sorting resulting in
an overall complexity of O(M N 2 ).
For more information on NSGA-II, see [Deb01, DPAM02].
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Crowding
distance
sorting

Non-dominated
sorting
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F2

Pt

F3
Pt+1
Rejected

Qt

Rt

Figure 2.4.: One iteration of the NSGA-II procedure at generation t (source: [Deb01]).
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This chapter presents the foundations of quality requirements in the context of software
architectures. Section 3.1 discusses the terminology and representation of quality requirements. Section 3.2 presents an approach to model software architectures and predict their
quality. Section 3.3 presents an approach to optimize the quality of software architectures.
This approach is based on the framework that is presented in section 3.4.

3.1. Quality Requirements
As a central aspect, this thesis is based on a clear terminology and representation of quality
requirements. This section discusses both aspects and highlights approaches this thesis is
based on.

3.1.1. Terminology
In the requirements engineering community, the term ‘non-functional requirements’ is often defined ambiguously or inconsistently, which leads to definition, classification, and
representation problems (cf. [Gli07]). These definitions of the term ‘non-functional requirements’ are, for example:
Non-functional requirements...
• ...describe the non-behavioral aspects of a system, capturing the properties and constraints under which a system must operate [Ant97].
• ...are the required overall attributes of the system, including portability, reliability, efficiency, human engineering, testability, understandability, and modifiability [Dav93].
• ...are the behavioral properties that the specified functions must have, such as performance, usability [Ncu00]1 .
• ...describe a property or characteristic that a software system must exhibit or a
constraint that it must respect, other than an observable system behavior [Wie03].
1

In this definition, the properties are explicitly behavioral. To Glinz, this is rather “a severe typo than a
misconception”, but “the fact that this error went unnoticed in a PhD thesis illustrates the fuzziness of
the current notions of non-functional requirements” [Gli07].
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The definitions are based on similar terms. However, subtle as well as obvious differences
can be found in the concept they denote (cf. first and third definition). For an elaborate
discussion on the term ‘non-functional requirements’, the reader is referred to [Gli05]
and [Gli07].
This thesis follows the taxonomy of terms proposed by Glinz [Gli07] classifying requirements of a system into functional requirements, performance requirements, specific quality
requirements, and constraining requirements:
1. A functional requirement is a requirement on the functionality or the behavior of the
system.
2. A performance requirement is a requirement measurable with respect to time or
space, e.g. speed or throughput.
3. A specific quality requirement is a requirement concerned with quality other than the
quality of meeting the functional requirements, e.g. reliability or usability.
4. A constraining requirement is a requirement beyond the scope of the other requirements constraining the solution space, e.g. legal or cultural constraints.
As illustrated in figure 3.1, performance requirements and specific quality requirements
are denoted as quality attributes and a non-functional requirement is a quality attribute
or a constraining requirement.
Requirement

Project
requirement

System
requirement

Functional
requirement

Non-functional
requirement

Quality attribute

Functionality
and behavior:
- Functions
- Data
- Stimuli
- Reactions
- Behavior

Process
requirement

Performance
requirement

Specific quality
requirement

Time and
space bounds:
- Timing
- Speed
- Volume
- Throughput

"-ilities":
- Reliability
- Usability
- Security
- Availability
- Maintainability
...

Constraining
requirement

- Physical
- Legal
- Cultural
- Environmental
- Design & Implementation
...

Figure 3.1.: Classification of system requirements by Glinz [Gli07].

3.1.2. Representation
To deal with quality requirements, i.e. requirements on quality attributes, their formal representation is essential. Several languages have been proposed for modeling nonfunctional requirements, e.g. ProcessNFL [RCJ02], MARTE [OMG09], QML/CS [Zsc09],
QML [FK98], or CQML [Aag01], which will be introduced in the following. Languages for
service level agreements (e.g. [SLA10, SDLE04, KL03]) are left aside knowingly because,
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among other things, the negotiation and monitoring of quality requirements as well as
the financial compensation in connection with quality requirements are out of this thesis’
scope when modeling quality requirements.
ProcessNFL
ProcessNFL [RCJ02] is a declarative language to describe non-functional properties as well
as the effects of certain actions on these properties and is defined with several textual
templates. It supports the declaration of quality attributes and the quality attributes
they are comprised of. Furthermore, it allows the definition of relative requirements and
priorities of the quality attributes. However, general information on the quality attributes,
e.g. the domain of the quality values, cannot be expressed.
MARTE
MARTE [OMG09] is an UML 2.0 profile and is an acronym for “Modeling and Analysis
of Real-Time Embedded Systems”. MARTE supports the specification and design of realtime and embedded characteristics of systems and the analysis of systems with the focus
on performance and schedulability. MARTE is used to annotate UML models with nonfunctional properties and requirements.
QML/CS
The Quality Modeling Language for Component-based Systems (QML/CS) [Zsc09] is a
language to model non-functional product properties of components and component-based
systems and has a strong formal foundation. The language is based on temporal logic.
However, this is why QML/CS cannot express stochastic requirements, e.g. a required
maximum variance of a quality attribute. Non-functional requirements are defined as
constraints on formal measurements, i.e. measurements in a formal state model.
QML
This thesis is based on the Quality of service Modeling Language (QML) created by Frølund
et al. [FK98]. QML is defined in Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) and the complete
syntax definition is provided in appendix A. In the following, QML is described and its
elements are illustrated. For more information on QML, see [FK98].
QML has three main levels: A contract type defines quality categories, a contract specifies
quality requirements or quality objectives on a contract type, and a profile binds a contract
to an entity, e.g. a method of an interface.
A QML contract type can have multiple dimensions, each with an optional unit and an
obligatory dimension type. A dimension type specifies the possible values of a dimension,
which can be numeric or consist of user-defined elements, i.e. set or enum type. These
elements can also have an user-defined order. The relation semantics of the dimension
specifies if the dimension improves with increasing or decreasing values. As an example,
the contract type ‘reliability’ can have the dimensions ‘probability of failure on demand’
(POFOD) and ‘system state on error’. ‘Probability of failure on demand’ has a decreasing
numeric dimension type. ‘System state on error’ has an increasing enum dimension type
and consists of the elements ‘unavailable’, ‘unreliable’, and ‘reliable’ improving in this
order. The QML representation of this example is shown in listing 3.1.
Listing 3.1: Example QML contract type ‘reliability’.
type Reliability = contract {
pofod : decreasing numeric;
stateOnError : increasing enum {unavailable , unreliable , reliable} with order
{unavailable < unreliable , unreliable < reliable};
};
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A QML contract can define constraints on dimensions of a QML contract. A constraint can
be deterministic or stochastic. A deterministic constraint refers to the determined value(s)
of a dimension. A stochastic constraint could e.g. be the mean value of a dimension. In
the above example, a deterministic constraint can be that the system needs to be available
after an error and a stochastic constraint can be that the mean probability of failure on
demand needs to be less than 0.002, see listing 3.2. Note that stochastic constraints are
listed within curly brackets.
Listing 3.2: Example QML contract on ‘reliability’.
contractReliability = Reliability contract {
pofod {
mean < 0.002;
};
stateOnError > unavailable;
};

A QML contract can also be refined, i.e. extending a contract or making a contract
stricter. E.g. the above contract can be refined by a stricter mean and an additional
variance probability of failure on demand requirement. This is illustrated in listing 3.3.
Listing 3.3: Example of a refined QML contract.
refinedContract = contractReliability refined by {
pofod {
mean < 0.001;
variance < 0.3;
};
};

A QML profile binds a contract to an entity, e.g. a method of an interface. Additionally,
profiles can define and bind nameless contracts. Listing 3.4 shows the interface ProcessI using the interface definition language (IDL) with two methods analysis() and
measurements(). Furthermore, a profile is shown that binds the above defined contract
contractReliability to the method analysis() and a nameless contract to the method
measurements().
Listing 3.4: Example interface and QML profile.
interface ProcessI {
float analysis(in float precision);
long measurements();
};
processIProfile for ProcessI = profile {
from analysis require contractReliability;
from measurements require Reliability contract {
stateOnError > unreliable;
};
};

Like contracts, profiles can also be refined to define additional or stricter requirements.
E.g. the above profile can be extended to define an additional probability of failure on
demand requirement as illustrated in listing 3.5.
Listing 3.5: Example of a refined QML profile.
refinedProfile for ProcessI = processIProfile refined by {
from measurements require Reliability contract {
pofod {
mean < 0.001;
};
};
};
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CQML
The Component Quality Modeling Language (CQML) [Aag01] has a high similarity to
QML. However, CQML differs from QML most notably in two aspects. First, CQML allows
to specify several context dependent profiles that allow to adapt quality requirements
without needing negotiations. Second, it uses OCL to constrain values of a quality attribute
(i.e. dimension in QML terms). Röttger and Zschaler [RZ03] propose enhancements to
CQML to e.g. describe demands on resources.

3.2. The Palladio Component Model (PCM)
The Palladio Component Model (PCM) [BKR09] is a metamodel for modeling componentbased software architectures. It is developed by the SDQ research group of the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology. The PCM is designed to predict the quality of software architectures at design time. Using model transformations to e.g. layered queueing networks
(LQN) or Markov chains, a PCM model can be analyzed or simulated to predict performance (response time and throughput) [BKR09], reliability (probability of failure on
demand (POFOD)) [BKBR10], and costs [MKBR10] of a system with sufficient accuracy
as shown in [BKR09, FOW+ 09].
The PCM is aligned with the component-based software engineering development process [KH06] where the i) components , ii) architecture, iii) allocation, and iv) usage of a
system are defined by the corresponding role in respective artifacts. These artifacts have
an UML-like concrete syntax and comprise a PCM instance (cf. figure 3.2):
1. The component developer implements components and creates component specifications containing an abstract, parametric description of the components. Furthermore, the behavior of the components is specified using an UML activity diagram
similar syntax.
2. The software architect assembles components and creates an assembly model defining
the software architecture.
3. The system deployer models the resource environment. Additionally, the allocation
of components from the assembly model to resources is specified in an allocation
model.
4. The domain expert familiar with the usage of a system defines the usage model that
consists of usage scenarios. For each user, one of the scenarios applies defining the
frequency and the sequence of interactions with the system. The system functionalities usable by customers are called entry level system calls.
With these artifacts, the PCM explicitly allows to model the four influence factors on the
quality of components, i.e. the component code and implementation, the external services
used by the component, the execution environment the component is allocated to, and
the usage profile with abstract input data, cf. figure 3.3. To consider these influence
factors, the components combine the information parametrically, e.g. the choice of an
external service may depend on the type of the input data or the the demand of the server
hardware depends on the input data size.
Example
Figure 3.4 illustrates an example PCM instance of the so-called business reporting system
(BRS) using annotated UML. The BRS is loosely based on a real system [WW04]. It
provides reports and statistical data about running business processes from a database.
The system is a 4-tier system consisting of 9 components. It is allocated to 4 servers (S1,
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Figure 3.2.: Artifacts of a PCM instance.

...
if (a>b)
c = a;
Component
...

Code

External
Services

Usage
Profile

Execution
Environment

Figure 3.3.: The four influence factors on the non-functional properties of a component
(source: [RBH+ 07]).
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. . . , S4). The behavioral view (including CPU demands in 210 instructions (KInstr)) of
one component is here illustrated by an activity diagram. The usage model consists of
one usage scenario, where an user interacts with the system every 5 seconds requesting a
sequence of reports and views.
For more information on the Palladio Component Model, see [BKR09].
graphicalReport
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System
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prepare
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Call
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Loop 2 times
Call Cache
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Call
DB.getReport

Demand =
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Figure 3.4.: PCM instance of the business reporting system (BRS).

3.3. PerOpteryx
PerOpteryx [MKBR10] is an optimization approach for component-based software architecture models developed by the SDQ research group of the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology. PerOpteryx automatically optimizes software architectures modeled with
the Palladio Component Model (PCM) for quality attributes, particularly performance
(i.e. response time), reliability, and costs. The PCM is well suited for the optimization
as it is able to consider the influence factors for the quality of a software architecture
parametrically. Furthermore, the PCM is able to integrate the degrees of freedom of a
software architecture. These degrees of freedom are the possibilities to change the quality
of a software architecture without modifying its functionality. Finally, the PCM enables
the quality prediction of the software architecture by model-driven techniques.
For the optimization process, first an initial architectural design with the PCM is created.
Furthermore, the degrees of freedom are identified, i.e. component selection, component
allocation, and server configuration. Then, the problem is formulated as a multi-objective
optimization problem. Every architectural candidate will be defined by the values of
the degrees of freedom. As an example, two degrees of freedom of an architecture can
be identified as the selection between the components C1, C2 and the allocation of the
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component to one of the servers S1, S2. Furthermore, the architecture is optimized for
response time and costs. Then, an architectural candidate will be represented by the vector
~x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ {C1, C2} × {S1, S2} =: D and the multi-objective optimization problem
will be formulated as
minimize (rt(~x), costs(~x)), rt, costs : D → R+
where rt is the function that maps a candidate to its response time and costs is the
function that maps a candidate to its costs. The search space of this problem is explored
with the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II. Finally, a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions is presented to the software architect, which makes the trade-off decision between
the quality attributes. This optimization process is illustrated in figure 3.5. PerOpteryx
is based on the Opt4J framework described in section 3.4.
For more information on PerOpteryx, see [MKBR10].
Initial
software
architecture(s)

Degrees
of freedom

Search problem formulation
Multi-objective
optimization
problem

Multi-objective evolutionary
optimization
Pareto-optimal
solutions

Present Pareto-optimal
software architectures
Figure 3.5.: Optimization process with PerOpteryx (source: [MKBR10]).

3.4. Opt4J
Opt4J2 is a metaheuristic framework for Java applicable for arbitrary optimization problems. Among other algorithms, Opt4J implements the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II that is used by PerOpteryx. The architecture is highly modular and
consists of many interfaces that can be customized but also have default implementations.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the most important classes and interfaces. Except for Operator,
Genotype, Phenotype, and Objectives, all classes and interfaces shown are singletons.
However, Operator has several subclasses that are singletons.
An optimization implements the interface Optimizer, which is the starting point for the
process. The Optimizer works on the Population that consists of a set of Individuals.
2

http://opt4j.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 3.6.: The Opt4J architecture (source: [LGRH09]).
The best Individuals found by the algorithm are stored in the Archive. By default, the
Archive is unbounded, i.e. every non-dominated solution found during the optimization
process is stored.
Every Individual is comprised of a Genotype, a Phenotype and Objectives. The Genotype is the genetic representation of an Individual and may be defined as binary strings
or double vectors. Random Genotypes are constructed by the Creator. The Decoder
converts the Genotype into a Phenotype that is the actual model of an individual, e.g. a
PCM model in PerOpteryx. The fitness of an individual is determined by the Evaluator that takes the Phenotype as input. In our case, the PCM model is e.g. converted
into a layered queueing network and the performance is e.g. estimated by simulating the
system. The calculation of the fitness consists of calculating the Objectives for a Phenotype3 . Objectives consists of multiple Objective objects (not shown in figure 3.6) and
can basically be seen as a vector in the objective space of the MOOP.
In general, the Selector chooses the individuals to be combined or mutated by Operators
(so-called mating selection) and the individuals that are carried over from one generation
to the next (so-called environmental selection).

3

Another EA could calculate the fitness of an individual as the weighted sum of the objectives.
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4. Related Constrained Software
Architecture Optimization Approaches
This chapter will give an overview of the work that is related to this diploma thesis
and aims at presenting the most relevant approaches in the area of constrained software
architecture optimization. Further related work this thesis is based on is presented where
it fits thematically, cf. section 3.1.2 and section 6.1.
My approach is based on performance prediction [BDIS04], reliability prediction [Gok07],
multi-objective metaheuristic optimization [BR03], and constraint handling in evolutionary
algorithms [Bra08]. I extend the PerOpteryx approach presented in [MKBR10].
In summary, several other approaches for constrained software architectures improvement
have been proposed. These approaches improve one or several quality attributes by either
applying predefined improvement rules (rule-based strategies), or by applying metaheuristic optimization techniques (metaheuristic strategies). All rule-based approaches cannot
guarantee to eventually find near-global optimal solutions as the paths to the global optimal solutions need to be enabled by the identified rules. Further, they do not enable
trade-off decisions between quality attributes after the search as they only aim at finding a single solution. All metaheuristic approaches only allow constraints on the search
problem or on quality attributes that should not be optimized, thus, they cannot focus on
interesting regions of the objective space.
Rule-based Strategies
Xu [Xu10] presents a semi-automated approach to improve performance, particularly response time and/or throughput, during design. Based on a layered queueing network
(LQN) model, performance problems (e.g. bottlenecks, long paths) are identified in a first
step. Then, predefined rules to enhance the quality are applied. The search stops as soon
as specified response time and/or throughput requirements are met. Further, a constraint
on the cumulative cost of changes (time or money) can be defined as termination criterion. The approach is limited to the improvement of performance only. In contrast to this
approach, my work i) considers multiple objectives, ii) improves beyond the requirements,
and iii) provides a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, thus, enables a trade-off decision after
the search.
The Architecture Expert (ArchE) tool of McGregor et al. [MBB+ 07] is a software architecture design assistant. It supports the software architect to create architectures that
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meet quality requirements. The considered quality attributes are real-time performance
and modifiability. Initially, a software architecture might specify functional and nonfunctional requirements. Based on these requirements, ArchE first develops a possible
architecture. Then, it points out the violated quality requirements and stepwise suggests
improvements depending on the yet unsatisfied requirements. The search stops as soon
as specified requirements are met. In contrast to this approach, my work i) improves beyond the requirements and ii) provides a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, thus, enables a
trade-off decision after the search.
Cortellessa et al. [CF07] propose a manual software architecture improvement approach
with focus on response time and throughput. Their approach systematically analyzes
the software architecture with decreasing abstraction level and generates feedback of the
performance analysis. However, there is no suggestion of new architecture candidates and
no support to automatically improve the architecture. The approach relies on manual
changes and the manual detection of common performance anti-patterns. In contrast to
this approach, my work i) actually improves the software architecture, ii) improves beyond
the requirements, iii) considers multiple objectives, and iv) provides a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions, thus, enables a trade-off decision after the search.
Parsons et al. [PM08] present an approach to automatically identify performance antipatterns within enterprise applications built on top of component-based enterprise systems.
First, a performance model is created based on data collected by monitoring the existing
system. Then, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) specific performance anti-patterns can be
identified with the use of a rule engine or knowledge base. Note that consequently, this
approach is technology specific and only supports EJB systems. Finally, the detected antipatterns along with the specific data is presented to the user. This approach can be used
to improve existing systems rather than to improve the design of a software architecture in
early development phases. In contrast to this approach, my work i) improves the software
architecture at design time and ii) provides a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, thus, enables
a trade-off decision after the search.
Kavimandan et al. [KG09] present a rule-based algorithm to optimize component allocation
of distributed, real-time, and embedded (DRE) component-based systems. The algorithm
takes annotated quality requirements and a deployment plan as input. The algorithm
aims at improving the end-to-end latencies in DRE system. In contrast to this approach,
my work i) considers more than only the allocation of components, ii) considers multiple
objectives, and iii) provides a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, thus, enables a trade-off
decision after the search.
All rule-based approaches are subject to the common limitation that the model can only
be changed as defined by the improvement rules. However, optimal solutions may only be
accessible by yet unidentified rules. Moreover, optimal solutions may not even be accessible
by rules for complex and highly conflicting quality attributes.
Metaheuristic Strategies
Canfora et al. [CDPEV05] model quality of service (QoS) aware composition of web services
as an optimization problem. To solve this problem, a genetic algorithm is used that aims
at satisfying constraints. To handle constraints, dynamic penalty functions are used.
However, the goal of this approach is to meet QoS constraints while optimizing some
other QoS aspects. In contrast to this approach, my work i) considers multiple objectives
and ii) provides a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, thus, enables a trade-off decision after
the search. My work further iii) allows constraints on objectives to focus the search on
interesting regions of the objective space.
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Menascé et al. [MEG+ 10] present the SASSY framework that determines the service oriented architecture with near-optimal utility satisfying functional and QoS requirements.
The utility is specified as a function of several QoS metrics. This utility function is
optimized using random-restart hill-climbing as a single-objective optimization problem.
Consequently, the relative importance of each quality attribute has to be identified prior
to the search. In this approach, only constraints on costs are possible. In contrast to
this approach, my work i) only needs rough estimations of the quality requirements, ii)
can specify constraints on any quality attribute, and iii) provides a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions, thus, enables a trade-off decision after the search.
Grunske et al [GLB+ 07] survey several techniques to optimize architectural system design.
Most of these techniques are focused on optimizing reliability and costs, however, some of
the approaches are concerned with other quality attributes such as safety, resource usage
or timing performance. The techniques that consider quality requirements during the optimization are introduced briefly in the following. Coit et al [CS96] use a genetic algorithm
to maximize reliability subject to costs and weight constraints and minimize costs subject
to reliability and weight constraints on variations of the Redundancy Allocation Problem
(RAP) as defined by Fyffe et al. [FHL68]. The RAP is “the problem of deciding on the
configuration and degree of replication of components in a system” [GLB+ 07]. Coit et al.
use a dynamic penalty function to deal with the constraints. Liang et al [LS99] use an ant
colony optimization to solve the RAP. An adaptive penalty function is used to consider
the constraints. Compared to Coit et al. [CS96], the approach of Liang et al. [LS99] seems
to achieve inferior solutions. Kulturel-Konak et al. [KKCB06] use a tabu search algorithm
for the RAP. Similar to the previously presented approaches, a penalty function is used
as constraint handling technique. In comparison to Coit et al. [CS96], the approach of
Kulturel-Konak et al. [KKCB06] showed to be more efficient and found superior solutions.
A multi-objective approach of Kulturel-Konak et al. [KKSN06] use a multinomial tabu
search. At each iteration, their algorithm randomly selects one of the objectives to be the
current optimization goal. Constraint handling is achieved with a static penalty function.
In their approach, the RAP is formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem with
costs and reliability objectives subject to weight constraints. The approach is extended
in [KKCB08] with a pruning strategy for the Pareto-front based on priorities set by the
user. Grunske [Gru06] uses a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to optimize costs
and reliability of a satellite system respecting weight constraints. The approach ranks the
solutions based on their grade of fulfillment of non-functional requirements, however, his
particular constraint handling technique remains unclear. In contrast to the approaches
of Coit et al. [CS96], Liang et al. [LS99], and Kulturel-Konak et al. [KKCB06], my work
i) considers multiple objectives and ii) provides a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, thus,
enables a trade-off decision after the search. My work further iii) allows constraints on
objectives to focus the search on interesting regions of the objective space. In contrast
to the approaches of Kulturel-Konak et al. [KKSN06] and Grunske [Gru06], my work i)
specifies constraints on quality objectives to focus the search on interesting regions of the
objective space.
Aleti et al. [ABGM09] present a generic framework to optimize embedded and pervasive
systems. The authors use an evolutionary algorithm to optimize architectures modeled
with the Architecture Analysis and Description Language (AADL) and specifically focus
on component deployment problems. Further, several constraints regarding the search
problem are considered, e.g. component allocation or memory consumption. However,
their constraint handling technique is rather simple: Infeasible solutions are ignored in
population generation and evolutionary operators. Therefore, they do not exploit the
inherent information of infeasible solutions, e.g. their distance to the feasible region.
In contrast to this approach, my work i) considers more than component deployment
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problems, i) does not ignore infeasible solutions and exploits their inherent information,
and iii) specifies constraints on quality objectives to focus the search on interesting regions
of the objective space.
Metaheuristics are efficient techniques to find near-global optimal solutions in large search
spaces. However, the efficiency of metaheuristics suffers with increasing objectives due to
the curse of dimensionality of complex problem, i.e. the immense increase of complexity
with increasing problem dimensions. Consequently, further containment of the search
space is desired, but none of the presented approaches is able to limit the search space by
imposing constraints on objectives.
Overview
The following tables give a compact overview of the approaches. First, a brief description
of the column heads is provided.
• Approach: The approaches are categorized into rule-based and metaheuristic approaches.
• Multi-Objective: The approach is declared multi-objective if it optimizes multiple
conflicting quality criteria. Note that I do not regard response time and throughput
as conflicting quality attributes.
• Do Not Stop on Feasible: This indicates if the approach stops if it finds a feasible
solution or if it tries to improve beyond the requirements.
• Constraints on Objectives: This indicates if the approach is able to consider
constraints on objectives and, thus, is able to focus the search on interesting regions
of the objective space.
• Near-global optimal Solutions: This indicates if the approach is able to eventually find near-global optimal solutions if they are allowed to search long enough.
• Enables Trade-off: This indicates if the approach is able to find a set of nondominated solutions the user can choose from. A prerequisite is, however, that the
approach is multi-objective.
Rule-based
Approach

MultiObjective

Do Not
Stop on
Feasible

Constraints
on
Objectives

Near-global
optimal
Solutions

Enables
Trade-off

Xu [Xu10]

7

7

7

7

7

McGregor et
al. [MBB+ 07]

3

7

3

7

7

Cortellessa et
al. [CF07] (1)

7

7

3

7

7

Parsons et
al. [PM08]

7

3

3

7

7

7

3

3

7

7

(2)

Kavimandan
et al. [KG09]

Remarks:
(1) No automatization.
(2) Limited to existing systems.
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Metaheuristic
Approach

MultiObjective

Do Not
Stop on
Feasible

Constraints
on
Objectives

Near-global
optimal
Solutions

Enables
Trade-off

Canfora et
al. [CDPEV05]

7

3

7

3

7

Menascé et
al. [MEG+ 10]

7(3)

3

7

3

7

Coit et
al. [CS96]

7

3

7

3

7

Liang et
al [LS99]

7

3

7

3

7

KulturelKonak et
al. [KKCB06]

7

3

7

3

7

KulturelKonak et
al. [KKSN06]

3

3

7

3

3

Grunske [Gru06]

3

3

7

3

3

Aleti et
al. [ABGM09]

3

3

7

3

3

My Approach

3

3

3

3

3

Remarks:
(3) Not multi-objective as they aim at optimizing the utility of the architecture.
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5. Modeling Quality of Software
Architectures
To be able to automatically improve the initial architectural design, the optimization of
software architectures requires the formulation of the search problem. To integrate quality
requirements into the optimization process, it is important to have a well-defined foundation and a clear representation of quality attributes. A precise definition of quality
attributes and quality requirements enables their consistent definition. Furthermore, the
search problem formulation can be deduced automatically. This chapter presents a representation for the quality of software architectures that is the prerequisite for the combination of optimization and quality requirements. First, section 5.1 presents the requirements
for this representation. Then, section 5.2 presents the metamodel for this representation.

5.1. Requirements for Quality Representation
The representation of quality attributes and quality requirements is essential to combine
the optimization process with the quality requirements. I identified the following requirements for this representation:
1. Ease of use – To increase acceptance and productivity, a representation that is easy
to use and/or well-known is important.
2. Independent quality attribute definition – Quality attributes and their general information should be definable independent of their use or their requirements, i.e.
quality attributes should be defined once and referenced when needed instead of
(re-)defining quality attributes every time the requirements are defined. E.g. if different projects have certain requirements, they should be based on the same quality
attribute definitions. This guarantees the consistency of the definitions.
3. Definition of objectives and requirements – Objectives and requirements should be
flexibly, thus independent of each other, definable on quality attributes. Objectives
specify which quality attributes should be optimized. Quality requirements specify
which quality levels are acceptable and which quality levels are sufficient.
4. Different aspects of attributes – Quality attributes can be evaluated deterministically
and/or stochastically. It needs to be possible to define objectives and requirements
on different evaluation aspects of a quality attribute, e.g. the deterministic costs or
the stochastic mean response time of a system.
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5. Fine-grained requirement application – Objectives and requirements can also apply
for parts of a system, e.g. a sequence of system functionalities or single functionalities.

5.2. Metamodel for Quality Representation
With consideration of existing modeling languages for quality attributes, I focused on
reusing the Quality of service Modeling Language (QML) [FK98] as it meets almost every
requirement.
Discussed in section 3.1.2, QML allows the specification of quality attributes as well as
the specification of quality requirements. The other existing approaches have several
drawbacks. The scope of MARTE [OMG09] is different. ProcessNFL [RCJ02] cannot
express general information on quality attributes. QML/CS [Zsc09] is based on temporal
logic, thus, it is not intuitive. Further, QML/CS cannot express stochastic requirements.
CQML [Aag01] differs from QML in e.g. adaption aspects, which is not desired in my
work as the context dependency is expressed by the usage model.
To exploit tool support of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [SBPM09], I metamodeled QML using the Ecore metamodel. I extended the language for different elements:
• The model is used for the multi-objective optimization of software architecture models and defines the quality requirements for the architecture. As the optimization
aims at improving quality attributes, the objectives of the optimization and the
quality requirements refer to similar definitions. To avoid having multiple models
and possible inconsistencies, I extended QML to be able to define objectives and
explicitly distinguish between objectives and requirements.
• The quality requirements that I consider are either worst acceptable values or goal
values for quality attributes. As QML is only able to specify worst acceptable values
by constraints, I extended the language to specify goal values for objectives.
• For information purposes, I enabled the specification of additional information for
numeric dimensions, particularly the domain and the range of the dimension.
• To make the language applicable in the PCM context, I modified the language to
associate the requirements with PCM specific elements, particularly usage scenarios
and entry level system calls. Hereby, it is possible to require a contract, i.e. stating
quality requirements, for usage scenarios or entry level system calls.
The remainder of this section will introduce the QML metamodel shown in figures 5.1,
5.2, 5.3, 5.4. My extensions to QML are marked with ?j.
QML Declaration
Illustrated in figure 5.1, each of the three main levels of QML, i.e. contract type, contract,
and profile, is a QMLDeclaration. The declarations can be grouped in a container object
QMLDeclarations. Contracts and profiles can be refined and therefore have an abstract
superclass GenericQMLContract and GenericQMLProfile respectively.
QML Contract Type
Illustrated in figure 5.2, a QMLContractType can reference multiple Dimensions. The Dimension is not contained by the QMLContractType and can therefore be referenced by
multiple contract types. Like standard QML a dimension has a type with RelationSemantics and an optional Unit. In addition to standard QML, the domain and the range
of numeric dimensions can be specified.
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Figure 5.1.: Metamodel of a QML declaration.

Figure 5.2.: Metamodel of a QML contract type.
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QML Contract
Illustrated in figure 5.3, a SimpleQMLContract defines criteria on Dimensions of a QMLContractType. Deviating from standard QML where only constraints are definable, a
Criterion is either an Objective or a Constraint. An Objective specifies an EvaluationAspect of a Dimension aimed for improvement. Additionally, a Goal value for
a sufficient quality level can be specified. A Constraint defines a Restriction on an
EvaluationAspect. Note that it is also possible to define constraints on objectives by
defining an objective and a constraint on the same evaluation aspect of a dimension. An
EvaluationAspect can be deterministic or stochastic. StochasticEvaluationAspects
are Frequency, Percentile, Mean, and Variance. Frequency refers to a certain range of
values, i.e. it is possible to require to optimize the frequency of certain values or limit the
maximum or minimum relative occurrence of certain values. As contracts can be refined,
a RefinedQMLContract defines further criteria and refers to the GenericQMLContract
it refines.
QML Profile
Illustrated in figure 5.4, a SimpleQMLProfile binds contracts to an entity by defining
Requirements. As the requirements are defined on PCM elements, the entity is either an
UsageScenario or an EntryLevelSystemCall of an UsageModel. Semantically, a contract
is either required from a specific entity or from every entity of the usage model and the
usage environment specified in that usage model. A PCM instance is fully defined by
its allocation and usage model as the further elements are referenced by these classes.
Therefore, a SimpleQMLProfile references the Allocation and UsageModel classes to be
bound to the corresponding PCM instance. Similar to contracts, a RefinedQMLProfile
defines further Requirements and refers to the GenericQMLProfile it refines.
Example
As an example, a requirement for an usage model of a system is defined. For this reason,
a contract type, a contract, and a profile is specified as illustrated in figure 5.5. First, the
quality attributes to be constrained are defined with a contract type, i.e. in this example
the contract type ‘Performance’, which is comprised of the real numeric dimensions ‘Response Time’ and ‘Throughput’. ‘Response Time’ has decreasing relation semantics and is
measured in seconds. ‘Throughput’ has increasing relation semantics and is measured in
requests per minute. Second, objectives and constraints are defined on ‘Performance’ using a contract. The Constraint object represents two stochastic constraints on ‘Response
Time’, i.e. the 80th percentile of ‘Response Time’ is supposed to be less than 2 [seconds]
and the 95th percentile of ‘Response Time’ is supposed to be less than 5 [seconds]. The
Objective objects define that mean response time and throughput are to be optimized.
Additionally, the Goal object declares that a throughput of 50 requests per minute is satisfactory. Finally, the contract, i.e. the requirement, is bound to every usage scenario of
the specified usage model using a profile as the UsageScenarioRequirement does not refer
to any specific usage scenario.
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Figure 5.3.: Metamodel of a QML contract.
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Figure 5.4.: Metamodel of a QML profile.

: Unit

: NumericRange

name = seconds
: Dimension

lowerLimit = 0

: DimensionTypeNumeric

name = Response Time

domain = real

: RelationSemantics
relSem = decreasing

: Unit

: QMLContractType

name = requests per minute

name = Performance
: Dimension

: NumericRange

: DimensionTypeNumeric

name = Throughput

domain = real

lowerLimit = 0
: RelationSemantics
relSem = increasing

: Constraint

: SimpleQMLContract
name = System Contract

: Percentile

: Restriction

percentile = 80

operator = less

: Percentile

: Restriction

percentile = 95

operator = less

: Objective

: Mean

: Objective

: Value

: Goal

: NumericLiteral
value = 2
: NumericLiteral
value = 5

: NumericLiteral
value = 50

: UsageScenarioRequirement

: SimpleQMLProfile
name = System Profile

: UsageModel
: Allocation

Figure 5.5.: A QML example consisting of a contract type, a contract, and a profile.
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6. Consideration of User Preferences in
NSGA-II
Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms provide a set of Pareto-optimal solutions after the
search. As the user is eventually interested in one solution, he has to identify and/or
reveal his preferences at some point in the optimization process. According to a broadly
accepted classification (e.g. cf. [Bra08, RS06, VVL00, FF98, Hor97, HM79]), this can be
done before, during, or after the search having different advantages and disadvantages
identified by Rachmawati et al. [RS06]:
• A priori preference articulation (Decide −→ Search): If the user can state his preferences before the search, it is possible to combine the objectives accordingly and
formulate a single-objective optimization problem that can be solved with traditional
optimization techniques.
– Advantages: The approaches are easy and efficient if the preference can be
captured fully and sufficiently in the mathematical model.
– Disadvantages: The advantage rarely applies as e.g. the non-commensurability
of objectives, i.e. their disproportionate scales, often cannot be incorporated
adequately into the mathematical model. Furthermore, sufficient knowledge
of the problem is needed to aggregate the objectives appropriately, what will
become more difficult with increasing number of objectives. Even if these obstacles are overcome, many approaches are limited to convex problems, i.e. the
feasible objective space needs to be convex.
• Progressive (or interactive) preference articulation (Search ←→ Decide): Stating
the preferences during the search leads to an interaction of the user with the search
process. The user provides stepwise more and more partial preference information,
thus the optimization will find a biased set of solutions.
– Advantages: Only a few parameters need to be identified initially. The preference articulation can be refined as the search progresses and more information
on the trade-off characteristics of the problem is available resulting in a better
judgment of the parameters needed.
– Disadvantages: The approaches mainly suffers from the intensive effort required
from the user, what will become more difficult if multiple users are involved.
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• A posteriori preference articulation (Search −→ Decide): If the user preferences
are not known until the end of the search, the optimization will explore the search
space unconstrainedly and try to find a set of non-dominated solutions the user can
choose from. In the original design of NSGA-II, the only side conditions considered
in the optimization process were simple constraints of the search space, e.g. variable bounds. As a consequence, the optimization with NSGA-II is an a posteriori
approach.
– Advantages: No preference information is needed for the search.
– Disadvantages: The computational effort of providing the user with an adequate
set of solutions is considerable. Furthermore, the progress of the search suffers
with increasing number of objectives.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the a priori and the a posteriori approach. The scope of this thesis is
an intermediate, not yet interactive approach (cf. [Bra08]), where partial user preferences
are known before the search, cf. middle path in figure 6.1. This approach avoids the
disadvantages of a priori and a posteriori approaches without introducing excessive effort
to the user. The focus is to integrate the preference information into the optimization
process and provide a biased set of non-dominated solutions the user can choose from, cf.
light gray area in figure 6.1. This intermediate approach, however, can be transformed
into an interactive approach by iteratively modifying the partial preferences during the
search. Integrating user preferences into the optimization process has several advantages
identified by Branke [Bra08]:
1. Focus – Evolutionary algorithms are approximate and non-deterministic. Quality
requirements can be used to focus the search and identify particularly interesting
alternatives.
2. Speed – Focusing the search avoids wasting computational effort on irrelevant regions
of the search space.
3. Gradient – With increasing number of objectives, MOEAs are unable to determine
the most promising search direction (gradient). Quality requirements provide additional information ensuring optimization progress.
In this chapter, section 6.1 presents a survey of techniques to realize the intermediate approach with NSGA-II. Section 6.2 presents the constraint-domination method [Deb01] and
the goal attainment method [FF93] in detail. Furthermore, their combination is presented
and integrated into NSGA-II and, finally, the modified search problem formulation for the
optimization process is presented.

6.1. Survey of Techniques to Integrate Partial User Preferences into NSGA-II
This section presents a broad selection of promising techniques to integrate partial user
preferences into evolutionary algorithms with the focus on NSGA-II. Like [Bra08], the
following techniques are grouped by the type of preference information required from the
user. For each group, first the techniques are presented. Then a discussion reflects the
techniques critically. Finally, an overview highlights the most important aspects of the
techniques, specifically, i) how is the preference information formulated, ii) is a relation
between objectives introduced, iii) how are the techniques integrated into NSGA-II, and
iv) what does the optimization focus on with the technique.
For more information, the reader can refer e.g. to the work of Branke [Bra08] and the
surveys of Coello Coello [CC02, CC00, CC99] and Rachmawati et al. [RS06].
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Full preferences

Multi-objective
optimization problem
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Multi-objective
evolutionary
algorithm

Partial
preferences

A priori
approach

Multi-objective
optimization problem
+ Partial preferences
Single-objective
optimization problem

Biased
multi-objective
evolutionary
algorithm

Pareto-front
approximation

Biased Pareto-front
approximation

User
selection
User selection

Single-objective
optimizer

A posteriori
approach

Solution

Figure 6.1.: Combination of user preferences and evolutionary algorithms (source: [Bra08]).

6.1.1. Scaling
With the use of crowding distance, NSGA-II aims at approximating the Pareto-front with
an equal spread along the solutions. The algorithm scales the crowding distance based
on the current population (cf. algorithm 2, line 9f.), thus, the ideal Pareto-front looks
uniformly distributed plotted with a 1:1 ratio, cf. figure 6.2(a). The underlying assumption
is that the ranges of values found by the algorithm in each objective are equally important
(cf. [Bra08]). However, a scaled view of the Pareto-front can bias the perceived distribution
of the solutions towards certain objectives, cf. figure 6.2(b). This scaling can be explicitly
integrated into NSGA-II as in Deb’s approach [Deb03] such that certain objectives are
favored and the density of solutions is biased. Note that the favored objectives are different
for different shapes for the Pareto-front. In figure 6.2(b), scaling f2 favors f2 as the Paretofront is convex. If the Pareto-front was concave, f1 would be favored.
Branke et al. [BD05] introduce a technique to explicitly favor certain regions of the Paretofront. The crowding distance calculations are biased with the use of a hyperplane defined
by its normal vector. Before calculating the crowding distance, the solutions are projected
on the hyperplane, cf. figure 6.3. As a consequence, the Pareto-front tangential to the
hyperplane is favored and more solutions are found there as the outer solutions appear
closer after the projection.
Trautmann et al. [TM05] use Harrington’s one and two-sided desirability functions [Har65]
to bias the solutions found by the optimization. These desirability functions di are used to
map the objective functions fj into the range [0, 1] by the composition di ◦fj , cf. figure 6.4.
With these modified objective function, the algorithm will map solutions in flat parts of
the desirability function on almost the same value, thus, the flat parts will seem crowded
in that dimension and the optimization will focus on steep parts. Especially with the use
of two-sided desirability functions, this technique enables the focus on arbitrary regions of
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(a) Unscaled view.

(b) View after scaling f2 by factor 100.

Figure 6.2.: Influence of scaling on the distribution of non-dominated solutions
(source: [Bra08]).

Figure 6.3.: Biased distance calculation after projection of solutions on the hyperplane
defined by the normal vector ~n (source: [BD05]).
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(a) Two possible one-sided desirability functions.
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(b) Two possible two-sided desirability functions.

Figure 6.4.: Harrington’s [Har65] desirability functions (source: [TM05]).
the objective space. However, only if no two-sided desirability functions are used, the nondominated solutions found with the modified objective functions will be non-dominated
w.r.t the original objective functions.
Discussion
Scaling is an easy approach to get a biased Pareto-front. However, a biased distribution
is not always helpful to choose a solution for the problem. Moreover, it may be rather an
idealistic illustration of what Pareto-front the algorithm will actually find as this strongly
depends on the search space, i.e. the search space needs to enable an uniform distribution
along the Pareto-front as otherwise a scaling has not the expected effect.
The experimental analysis of Trautmann et al. show promising results [TM05] and the
use of desirability function is an elegant way of expressing preferences. However, the effect
of the approach is rather unnatural. One would think that the focus would depend on
high values of the desirability function rather than its steepness. Moreover, the effect of
the limited precision of floating points in computers is not considered, e.g. if the values
are mapped to almost the same values especially in flat parts of the desirability function,
they might not be distinguishable in this dimension. This might not be a problem if
solutions in flat parts are not interesting, however, this effect should be made explicit or
at least mentioned. Finally, identifying the appropriate desirability functions to express
the preferences of the user might be difficult.
Overview
Scaling
1. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on

Explicit scaling of objectives [Deb03]
Objectives are scaled to bias the distribution along the
Pareto-front.
Absolute or relative priorities of objectives.
The defined priorities defines the order of the objectives.
Modify crowding distance.
Objectives.
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Remarks

Biased distribution of solutions. Focus depends on curvature
of Pareto-front. Different objectives are favored if Paretofront is convex or concave.

2. Technique
Description

Hyperplane [BD05]
Solutions are mapped on the hyperplane to calculate their
crowding distance. Higher density of solutions on the Paretofront tangential to the hyperplane.
Search vector, i.e. normal vector of the hyperplane.

Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks
3. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks

The search vector defines the numerical relation of the objectives, i.e. their linear combination.
Modify crowding distance.
Part of the Pareto-front.
Biased distribution of solutions. Focus depends on curvature
of Pareto-front.
Desirability Functions [TM05]
Desirability functions are used to map parts of the objectives
on almost the same values
Desirability function for each objective.
—
Modify objective functions.
Regions of the objective space.
Focus on steep parts of the desirability function. Focus does
not depend on the value of desirability function. Limited precision of CPUs maps different values to the same value in flat
parts of the desirability function. Use of two-sided desirability
function results in finding non-Pareto-optimal solutions.

6.1.2. Constraints
A simple way to state preferences are constraints of the form “property x should be less than
c”. Solutions violating any of the constraints are considered infeasible (cf. definition 2).
Even though these constraints can be handled in different ways, there are techniques
specialized on this type of preference formulation.
One of the most popular techniques is the use of penalty functions that deteriorate the
objective functions based on the number and/or amount of constraint violations. Penalty
functions can be static or dynamic. While static functions do not change during the
optimization process, dynamic functions vary depending on different influence factors.
Common forms of dynamic penalty functions increase the penalty over time, i.e. generations. A special type of penalty function is death penalty, where infeasible solutions
are simply discarded. However, in highly constrained search spaces it may be difficult
to find even one feasible solution. Van Le [VL95] proposed a penalty function based on
fuzzy logic. Yen [Yen09] presents a dynamic penalty function for NSGA-II, particularly
an adaptive penalty function, i.e. a penalty function receiving feedback from the search
process, that depends on the number of feasible solutions in the current population. Yen
uses the amount of constraint violation rather than the number of constraints violated
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to penalize individuals. This is important to be able to compare infeasible individuals,
thus, extracting their inherent information, i.e. their approximate distance to the feasible
region, as opposed to e.g. the death penalty approach. Yen achieved promising results in
several experimental runs.
Another technique proposed by Deb [Deb01] especially for NSGA-II is to rank infeasible solutions violating constraints according to their overall amount of (normalized) constraint violation and inferior to feasible solutions. Deb’s constrained-domination technique
showed to be promising (cf. [Deb01]) and has also been adapted for other algorithms (e.g.
cf. [ZAD09]). Like Yen’s approach, this approach also exploits the inherent information of
infeasible solutions.
Regarding more complex techniques, e.g. Cruz-Cortés’ survey [CC09] examines approaches
based on the immune system, where e.g. feasible and infeasible solutions are antigens
and antibodies respectively as in the approach of Hajela et al. [HL95]. The goal in
their approach is that “the antibodies (infeasible individuals) increase their similarity
(affinity) with respect to the antigens (feasible individuals), that is, the infeasible solutions will evolve towards feasible solutions” [CC09]. However, their algorithm operates two genetic algorithms at the same time affecting execution time. Coello Coello et
al. [CCCC02, CCCC04] proposed several improvements to the approach of Hajela et al.,
among other things, a binary tournament selection technique based on Deb’s constraint
handling technique [Deb01] and a parallelization of the two genetic algorithms. CruzCortés concludes in his survey [CC09] that the artificial immune system approaches are
promising, but the “works published in this domain are relatively few”.
Discussion
Penalty functions are an easy and popular way of constraint handling in evolutionary
algorithms. However, many penalty function approaches require parameters, which are
always problem dependent (cf. [CC02]) and require a conclusive experimental analysis.
The death penalty approach is a simple, parameterless technique, however, it does not
consider the information of infeasible solutions. Furthermore, the experimental results of
e.g. Coit et al. [CS96] showed adaptive approaches to be superior to the death penalty
approach. Yen [Yen09] proposed a promising adaptive, parameterless approach, however,
the survey of Crossley et al. [CW97] concluded that “that ‘best’ approach for adaptive
penalty functions appears to be problem dependent”. Deb’s approach [Deb01] defines a
simple, parameterless technique for NSGA-II that seems to exhibit good performance. His
approach has been also adopted in other algorithms, e.g. cf. [ZAD09, CCCC04]. The
artificial immune system approaches [CC09] show encouraging results, however, the increased complexity is obvious as an additional genetic algorithm is introduced. It depends
on the application if this increased complexity is justified. According to the conclusion of
Cortés-Cruz [CC09], more research in this area would be helpful.
Overview
Constraints
1. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II

Death Penalty
Solutions violating constraints are discarded.
Constraints.
Depends on constraints.
Do not accept infeasible individuals.
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Focus on
Remarks

Solutions fulfilling constraints.
Does not exploit the information of infeasible solutions. Convergence problems if feasible solutions difficult to find.

2. Technique
Description

Fuzzy Penalty [VL95]
Infeasible solutions are penalized with a fuzzy penalty function.
Fuzzy constraints.

Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks
3. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks
4. Technique
Description

Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks
5. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks

Depends on constraints.
Modify objective functions.
Solutions fulfilling constraints.
Good penalty function problem dependent and difficult to
identify.
Adaptive Penalty [Yen09]
Infeasible solutions are penalized with an adaptive penalty
function
Constraints.
Depends on constraints.
Modify objective functions.
Solutions fulfilling constraints.
Good adaptive penalty function problem dependent.
Constrained-domination [Deb01]
Feasible solutions are declared superior to infeasible solutions.
Infeasible solutions are ranked according to their degree of
infeasibility.
Constraints.
Depends on constraints.
Modify dominance criterion.
Solutions fulfilling constraints.
—
Artificial Immune System [CC09]
Feasible solutions are antibodies, infeasible solutions are antigens. The antigens should evolve towards antibodies.
Constraints.
Depends on constraints.
Introduce second genetic algorithm. Modify selection and recombination.
Solutions fulfilling constraints.
Introduction of a second genetic algorithm increases complexity.
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6.1.3. Reference Point
Approaches based on a reference point need a goal vector, i.e. a goal value for each
objective the user wants to achieve, as preference information. However, an improvement
beyond the reference point is still desired.
Fonseca et al. [FF93] use a goal-vector in their goal attainment method to prioritize objectives in which the desired goal value is not reached. If the goals are chosen too ambitiously
such that it is not possible to satisfy some of the goals at the same time, their approach tries
to balance the distance to the goals in the different objectives. Consequently, the focused
part of the objective space depends on the reference point being reachable, cf. figure 6.5.
The approach was extended in [FF98] to additionally assign user-defined priorities.
Deb et al. [DS06, DSRC06] propose an approach to replace the crowding distance calculation in NSGA-II by the distance to the reference point. Additionally, the individuals with
very similar distance can be grouped to avoid too similar solutions. This approach can
also handle multiple reference points to focus on different regions.
Deb et al. present two extended approaches to bias the algorithm, the reference direction
method and the light beam search. In the reference direction method [DK07b], Deb et
al. use a reference vector to first identify several points on this vector. Based on these
points, the algorithm finds several solutions on the Pareto-front with the use of achievement scalarizing functions [Wie80, Wie82, Wie86] by modifying the ranking mechanism
in NSGA-II, cf. figure 6.6. This approach can also be extended to multiple reference directions. The light beam search [DK07a] defines a search direction and finds the solution
and its neighborhood solutions on the part of the Pareto-front where the search direction
points at, cf. figure 6.7.

f2

f2

f1

f1

(a) Reachable reference point.

(b) Unreachable reference point.

Figure 6.5.: Preferred part of the Pareto-front when providing a reference point with the
goal attainment method (source: [Bra08]).
Discussion
Providing a reference point is an intuitive and simple preference articulation, however,
the expressiveness is limited. The approach of Fonseca et al. [FF93] that regards the
reference point as a goal vector follows the intuitive approach to try to satisfy all goals.
The approach of Deb et al. [DS06, DSRC06] that replaces the crowding distance with
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Figure 6.6.: Solutions on the Pareto-front found with the use of points on a reference vector
(source: [DK07b]).

Figure 6.7.: Solutions on the
(source: [DK07a]).

Pareto-front
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the distance to the reference point is able to handle multiple reference points and shows
to preform well in even 10-dimensional objective spaces. The approaches based on a
reference direction [DK07b, DK07a] require more information than just a reference point,
which might be difficult to identify. However, providing a gradient explicitly is helpful for
the search and allows to have a powerful control over the solutions found by the algorithm.
Overview
Reference Point
1. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks

Goal Attainment [FF93, FF98]
Try to satisfy all goals by prioritizing objectives not fulfilling
goals.
Goal values for each objective.
—
Modify dominance criterion.
Region of the objective space.
If multiple goals cannot be fulfilled simultaneously, the algorithm tries to balance the distance to all goals instead of
fulfilling at least one of them.

2. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks

Distance to Reference Point [DS06, DSRC06]
Solutions closer to the reference point(s) are favored.
One or several reference points in the objective space.

3. Technique
Description

Reference Direction [DK07b]
One or multiple reference direction specify the search direction of the optimization.
Reference direction(s).

Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks
4. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II

—
Modify crowding distance.
Regions of the objective space.
—

The search vector defines the numerical relation of the objectives, i.e. their linear combination.
Modify dominance criterion.
Parts of the Pareto-front.
—
Light Beam Search [DK07a]
A reference direction specifies the search direction of the optimization.
Reference direction.
The search vector defines the numerical relation of the objectives, i.e. their linear combination.
Modify crowding distance.
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Figure 6.8.: Biased dominance by trade-off specification in [BKS01] (source: [BKS01]).

Focus on
Remarks

Part of the Pareto-front.
—

6.1.4. Specify Trade-offs
If the user can compare objectives, it is possible to specify trade-offs that state how much
gain in one objective can equalize a loss in another objective. Branke et al. [BKS01] use this
concept and modify the dominance criterion to reflect the trade-offs. Figure 6.8 illustrates
the modified dominance criterion, where solution A is now dominated and solutions B, C,
and D are non-dominated.
Discussion
The specification of trade-offs is intuitive, however, it is not always easy to identify. Especially in high-dimensional spaces where many dimensions need to be compared, this can
be a difficult task. However, if this information can be provided, the approach of Branke
et al. [BKS01] seems to perform well and find a set of solutions on the interesting part of
the Pareto-front.
Overview
Specify Trade-offs
1. Technique
Description

Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II

Specify Trade-offs [BKS01]
Trade-offs of the form “a units of improvement in one objective is worth at most b units of deterioration in another
objective” are specified.
Trade-offs.
Explicit by trade-off definitions.
Modify dominance criterion or modify objective functions.
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Solutions with acceptable trade-offs.
—

6.1.5. Marginal Contribution
The marginal contribution of a solution is the “the loss in performance if that particular
solution would be absent from the population” [Bra08]. Several approaches replace the
crowding distance of a solution in NSGA-II by the marginal contribution of a solution,
which can be determined in different ways.
Emmerich et al. [EBN05] and Zitzler et al. [ZK04] use a hypervolume measure to determine
the marginal contribution of a solution. The idea of the hypervolume was identified by
Zitzler et al. [ZT98], who call this measure “the size of space covered”. Based on the
hypervolume, the marginal contribution of a solution is the size of space covered solely by
this solution. The hypervolume can be limited by a reference point to avoid that boundary
solutions get an infinite marginal contribution. This is illustrated in figure 6.9, where e.g.
solution B has the largest marginal contribution. To integrate user preferences, Zitzler
et al. [ZBT07] extended this idea, where a weighting function over the objective space is
defined. This allows to prioritize certain regions of the objective space.
Branke et al. [BDDO04] use an utility-based measure, particularly linear utility functions,
as marginal contribution to focus on so-called knees of the Pareto-front. In this area “a
small improvement in one objective would lead to a large deterioration in at least one other
objective” [BDDO04]. According to Das [Das99], these regions are specifically interesting
to the user. Figure 6.10 illustrates the solutions found by this approach.
Branke et al. [BGSZ09] proposed an interactive approach that could also be used to state
initial partial preferences. User preference information is indirectly inferred by letting the
user rank a set of solutions in several states of the algorithm. Hereby a preference relation
is induced and used to modify the non-domination ranking of NSGA-II. Furthermore, the
crowding distance calculations are replaced by the marginal contribution based on the
solution ranking. The preliminary results in [BGSZ09] showed a promising improvement
in convergence in the interesting region of the Pareto-front.
Discussion
The hypervolume technique [ZBT07] that focuses on interesting regions of the objective
space seems to have encouraging results. However, the computational complexity introduced by calculating the marginal contributions can be the decisive drawback. In the
approach of Branke et al. [BDDO04], the focus on knees is application dependent and
can obviously only be used for convex problems. The interactive approach of Branke et
al. [BGSZ09] seems to find particularly interesting solutions. However, the manual comparison of several candidates can be time-consuming and difficult.
Overview
Marginal Contribution
1. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation

Hypervolume [ZBT07]
The marginal contribution will be defined as the space dominated solely by a solution.
Weighting functions on the objective space
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Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks
2. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks
3. Technique
Description
Preference
Articulation
Relation between
objectives
Integration into
NSGA-II
Focus on
Remarks

Depends on weighting function.
Modify crowding distance.
Regions of the objective space.
Increased computational complexity by calculating the hypervolume.
Focus on Knees [BDDO04]
The marginal contribution will be calculated based on linear
utility functions.
—
—
Modify crowding distance.
Knees of the Pareto-front.
Only applicable for convex problems.
Compare Utility of Solutions [BGSZ09]
The user ranks a set of solutions based on his preferences in
several stages of the optimization.
Rank a set of solutions according to their utility.
—
Modify dominance criterion and crowding distance.
Part of the Pareto-front.
—

6.2. Integrate Partial User Preferences into NSGA-II
For the optimization process, I focus on two types of preference articulations that refer to
quality attributes of a software architecture:
1. Type 1 : A software architecture has to satisfy certain quality levels to be usable.
2. Type 2 : If a certain quality level of a quality attribute is reached, it is not wanted
to sacrifice other quality attributes to further improve this quality attribute.
Note that if type 2 preference information is given for every considered quality attribute,
it is assumed that not every quality level can be fulfilled at once; otherwise the search
could stop if a solution with sufficient quality is found.
The goal is to deal with both types of preference articulations. Therefore, I combined the
constrained-domination approach of Deb et al. [DPAM02] and the goal attainment method
of Fonseca et al. [FF93]. Both approaches were introduced in section 6.1 and are described
in detail in section 6.2.1 and section 6.2.2 with the reason of their choice. Section 6.2.3
presents the realization and the combination of the approaches.

6.2.1. Constrained-Domination
The type 1 preference articulations will be transformed into constraints. If a solution
violates any constraints, it is infeasible, i.e. useless for the user. Otherwise, it is feasible,
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Figure 6.9.: Marginal contributions of solutions (dark gray area) based on the hypervolume limited by the reference point R (light gray and dark gray area)
(source: [Bra08]).

Figure 6.10.: Marginal contributions based on linear utility functions results in a high
density of solutions in so-called knee areas (source: [BDDO04]).
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thus a possible candidate to solve the problem. In their constrained-domination approach,
Deb et al. [Deb01, DPAM02] handle constraints by modifying the dominance relation
during the mating and the environmental selection of NSGA-II. Infeasible solutions are
ranked according to their degree of infeasibility and declared inferior to feasible solutions.
g
This is achieved by introducing a relation ≺ c that defines a strict partial order on the
solutions as follows:

Definition 8. Let ~x and ~y be two solutions of a multi-objective optimization
g
problem. Then, ~x is said to constrained-dominate ~y denoted by ~x ≺ c ~y if
any of these cases applies:
1. ~x is feasible, ~y is infeasible.
2. ~x and ~y are infeasible, but ~x has a smaller overall constraint violation
than ~y .
3. ~x and ~y are feasible and ~x ≺ ~y .
This approach can be integrated into NSGA-II by replacing the Pareto-dominance relag
tion ≺ in algorithm 1 with the constrained-dominance relation ≺ c .
As the constraints and the constraint violations are evaluated independently of the algorithm, the worst case for the complexity of the constrained-dominance check is comparing
two feasible solutions. If the solutions are not both feasible, the feasibility and the constraint violation is simply compared in constant time. As a consequence, the complexity
of the constrained-dominance check is ruled by the complexity of the Pareto-dominance
check, i.e. O(M ).
Reason for the Choice
Constrained-domination explicitly defines feasible solutions superior to infeasible solutions,
which is the inherent information of the type 1 preference articulation. The advantages are
that the method does not introduce additional parameters as some approaches are sensitive
to parameter changes and the method does not increase the computational complexity of
the algorithm. Finally, the fact that it does not require a specific number of constraints
nor requires a relationship between objectives and/or constraints increases the usability of
the method.

6.2.2. Goal-Attainment-Domination
The type 2 preference articulations will be transferred into a goal vector (or reference point)
reflecting desirable values for every objective function. Fonseca et al. [FF93] make use of
a goal vector ~g = (g1 , g2 , ..., gn ) in their goal attainment method and aim at satisfying all
goals by prioritizing objectives not fulfilling goals. Figuratively speaking, the Pareto-based
comparison of two solutions is modified, such that before applying Pareto-dominance, the
solutions are mapped on the goal value in the objectives fulfilling the goal. Consequently,
the objectives not fulfilling the goal have the impact on which solution dominates the
g
other. To realize this approach, Fonseca et al. introduce a relation ≺ g that defines a strict
partial order1 as follows:
1

gf

The proof that the relation ≺ defines a strict partial order is provided in [FF98] (asymmetry in lemma 3,
transitivity in lemma 2).
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Definition 9. Let ~x and ~y be two solutions of a multi-objective optimization
problem. Let there be m objective functions fi to be minimized and ~g =
(g1 , g2 , ..., gm )T be the goal vector without loss of generality sorted such that
fi (~x) > gi ∀i = 1, ..., k

(6.1)

fi (~x) ≤ gi ∀i = k + 1, ..., m

(6.2)

Then, ~x is said to goal-attainment-dominate (or short: goal-dominate) ~y
g
denoted by ~x ≺ g ~y if

~x ≺[1,k] ~y ∨ (f1 (~x), ..., fk (~x))T = (f1 (~y ), ...fk (~y ))T ∧
(6.3)

∃l ∈ {k + 1, ..., m} : fl (~y ) > gl ∨ ~x ≺[k+1,n] ~y
where ~x ≺[i,j] ~y means that ~x dominates ~y on the objectives i, i + 1, ..., j.
When checking for goal-dominance of ~x over ~y , first only the objectives in which solution
~x does not satisfy the goal are considered. If ~x is equal to ~y in all these objectives or if ~x
satisfies the goal in all objectives, ~x goal-dominates ~y either if ~y does not fulfill the goal in
some objectives fulfilled by ~x or if ~x dominates ~y . The relation is illustrated in figure 6.11,
where five solutions A, B, C, D, E and the reference point R are shown in the objective
space. Assuming minimization of objectives, solution B goal-dominates solution A as f2 is
the only goal not fulfilled by solution B and B is better than A in that objective. Solution
C goal-dominates all solutions as C fulfills all goals and every other solution has at least
one unfulfilled goal. Solution D goal-dominates solution E as D is better than E in every
objective (where the goal is unfulfilled).
Like the constrained-domination principle, it can be integrated into NSGA-II by replacing
g
the Pareto-dominance relation ≺ in algorithm 1 with the goal-dominance relation ≺ g .
g
Note that goal-domination preserves dominance 2 , i.e. ∀~x, ~y : ~x ≺ ~y → ~y ⊀ g ~x.
For the complexity of a goal-dominance check, the following worst case can be assumed.
First, it is checked for all M objectives if ~x fulfills the goal, which takes O(M ) comparisons.
Then, at most M objective values have to be compared for Pareto-dominance, which has
a complexity of O(M ). This results in a total complexity of O(2·M ) = O(M ).
Reason for the Choice
The most important advantage of this approach is the preservation of dominance. Furthermore, this approach incorporates the idea to focus on other quality attributes if the
goal for a certain quality attribute is reached, which is the inherent idea of the type 2
preference articulation. Finally, the complexity of this approach is only dependent on the
number of objectives.

6.2.3. Realization
To integrate type 1 and type 2 preference articulations into the optimization, they are
transferred to constraints and a goal vector respectively (cf. section 6.2.1 and section 6.2.2)
and the constrained-domination principle and goal attainment method are combined by
g
cg
introducing a relation ≺ that defines a strict partial order on the solutions as follows:
2

This claim is a direct implication of lemma 1 in [FF98].
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f2

A
E

B

D
R

C

f1
Figure 6.11.: Five solutions A, B, C, D, E and the reference point R in the objective space.
Assuming minimization of objectives f1 and f2 , B goal-dominates A, D goaldominates E, C goal-dominates every solution.

Definition 10. Let ~x and ~y be two solutions of a multi-objective optimization problem. Then, ~x is said to constrained/goal-dominate (or short: c/gg
cg
dominate) ~y denoted by ~x ≺ ~y if any of these cases applies:
1. ~x is feasible, ~y is infeasible.
2. ~x and ~y are infeasible, but ~x has a smaller overall constraint violation
than ~y .
g

3. ~x and ~y are feasible and ~x ≺ g ~y .
This relation is integrated into NSGA-II by replacing the Pareto-dominance relation ≺ in
g
cg
algorithm 1 with the c/g-dominance relation ≺ .
The evaluation of the in-/feasibility of a candidate is independent of the algorithm, thus,
the worst case complexity of a c/g-dominance check is comparing two feasible solutions
resulting in a complexity of O(M ) (cf. sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2). Consequently, the complexity
of NSGA-II is not affected by my modification.
Finally, one claim of the relation ≺
Theorem. The relation ≺

g

cg

is left to show:

g

cg

defines a strict partial order on the decision space D.

Proof. Show that the relation ≺

g

cg

is asymmetric and transitive.

Let ~x, ~y , ~z ∈ D.
g

cg

g

cg

• Asymmetric. Show ~x ≺ ~y ⇒ ~y ⊀ ~x.
g

cg

Let ~x ≺ ~y . Then 4 cases are distinguished.
1. Let ~x and ~y be feasible. Then ~x ≺
g
relation ≺ g is asymmetric).

g

cg

g

g

~y ⇒ ~x ≺ g ~y ⇒ ~y ⊀ g ~x ⇒ ~y ⊀
g

cg

(1)

2. Let ~x be feasible and ~y be infeasible. Then ~y ⊀ ~x by definition.
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3. Let ~x be infeasible and ~y be infeasible. Then ~x ⊀
assumption.

g

cg

~y in contradiction to the

4. Let ~x and ~y be infeasible. Let cx , cy ∈ R be the constraint violation of ~x and ~y
g
g
cg
cg
respectively, then ~x ≺ ~y ⇒ cx < cy ⇒ cy 6< cx ⇒ ~y ⊀ ~x.
g

cg

g

g

cg

cg

• Transitive. Show ~x ≺ ~y ∧ ~y ≺ ~z ⇒ ~x ≺ ~z.
g

g

cg

cg

Let ~x ≺ ~y and ~y ≺ ~z. Then 2 cases are distinguished.
1. Let ~x be feasible. Then ~y and ~z are either feasible or infeasible.
g

g

g

g

a) Let ~y be feasible. If ~z is feasible, then ~x ≺ ~y ∧ ~y ≺ ~z ⇒ ~x ≺ g ~y ∧ ~y ≺ g
(2)
g
g
g
cg
~z ⇒ ~x ≺ g ~z ⇒ ~x ≺ ~z ((2) the relation ≺ g is transitive). If ~z is infeasible,
g
cg
then ~x ≺ ~z by definition.
cg

cg

b) Let ~y be infeasible. Then ~z must be infeasible as otherwise ~y ⊀
g
cg
~x ≺ ~z by definition.

g

cg

~z, thus,

g

cg

2. Let ~x be infeasible. Then ~y must be infeasible as otherwise ~x ⊀ ~y . Furthermore,
g
cg
~z must be infeasible as otherwise ~y ⊀ ~z. Let cx , cy , cz ∈ R be the constraint
g
g
cg
cg
violation of ~x, ~y and ~z respectively. Then ~x ≺ ~y ∧ ~y ≺ ~z ⇒ cx < cy ∧ cy <
g
cg
cz ⇒ cx < cz ⇒ ~x ≺ ~z.

Optimization Process
Illustrated in figure 6.12, the optimization with PerOpteryx shown in figure 3.5 is modified, such that the requirements are identified in advance and specified along with the
initial software architecture candidate(s) and the degrees of freedom. The initial architectural candidates and the degrees of freedom are modeled with the PCM. The requirements
are modeled with QML and a QML profile connects the PCM model with the QML model
(cf. chapter 5).
Based on these models, the search problem will be automatically formulated as follows:
minimize F (~x) := (f1 (~x), ..., fn (~x)), F : D → O ⊆ Rn ,

subject to
~g = (g1∗ , ..., gn∗ ) ∈ Rn ,
fi (~x) − ci ≤ 0, i = 1, ..., n,
gj (~x) − cj ≤ 0, j ∈ N
where ~x is the representation of an architectural candidate, fi and gj are functions that
map the architectural candidate to the corresponding quality attribute, ci are the worst
acceptable values for fi and gj , and ~g is the goal vector. Note that if there is no preference
information given for an objective fi , ci = ∞ and/or gi∗ = −∞.
This problem will be solved with the modified, biased NSGA-II. Finally, the feasible,
Pareto-optimal solutions will be presented to the user who makes the final trade-off decision.
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Initial
software
architecture(s)

Degrees
of freedom

PCM
model

QML profile

Quality
requirements

QML
model

Search problem formulation
Multi-objective
optimization
problem

Biased multi-objective
evolutionary optimization
Feasible,
Pareto-optimal
solutions

Present feasible, Pareto-optimal
software architectures
Figure 6.12.: Modified optimization process.
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7. PerOpteryx Architecture
This chapter presents the architecture of the software architecture model optimization tool
PerOpteryx. Section 7.1 presents the previous architecture of PerOpteryx. Section 7.2
presents the modified architecture that integrates the constraint handling technique presented in section 6.2 and processes the quality requirements model presented in chapter 5.

7.1. Previous Architecture
The static view of the previous architecture of PerOpteryx is shown in figure 7.1. The
upper classes are part of the Opt4J framework, the lower classes are part of PerOpteryx.
The classes are not shown in full detail indicated by “...”. The class Objectives represents
the corresponding vector in the objective space of an individual, particularly the SortedMap
maps each objective to the evaluated value. The class provides basic operations on this
map, e.g. iterate(). Each Objective consists of a name, a rank, and a sign indicating
the maximization or the minimization of the objective. The values of the objectives of an
individual have to be evaluated by the Evaluator. The Evaluator of PerOpteryx DSEEvaluator (DSE stands for“Design Space Exploration”) consists of multiple sub-evaluators
responsible for different quality attributes, e.g. CostEvaluator. In this architecture, the
information which quality attribute is evaluated by which sub-evaluator was hard-coded.
As described in section 6.2, the goal was to modify the dominance calculations in NSGAII. The logic was kept inside the Objectives class, i.e. every time two individuals are
compared for Pareto-dominance, the method dominates() of Objectives is called after
retrieving the Objectives objects from the individuals. This is illustrated in figure 7.2.

7.2. Modified Architecture
The previous architecture was modified to integrate constraint handling into PerOpteryx.
The static view of the modified architecture of PerOpteryx is illustrated in figures 7.3, 7.4.
The general concepts are integrated into Opt4J to make my work reusable for different
problems. This integration is realized transparently such that existing applications using
the Opt4J framework do not have to be adjusted. InfeasibilityConstraint and SatisfactionConstraint represent type 1 and type 2 preference articulations respectively
(cf. section 6.2). Analogously to Objectives, the class Constraints contains the evaluated constraint values for an individual. Objectives has a reference to Constraints. The
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Figure 7.1.: The previous architecture of PerOpteryx (PCM part) extends the Opt4J
part.

NSGA-II:Selector

i1:Individual

i2:Individual

o1:Objectives

1.1: getObjectives
o1 = i1.getObjectives()
1.2: getObjectives
1.3: getObjectives
o2 = i2.getObjectives()
1.4: getObjectives
1.5: dominates ( o : Objectives ) : Boolean
1.6: dominates

Figure 7.2.: Previous calling sequence when checking for dominance.
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domination logic is moved from Objectives to singleton classes implementing the interface DominationStrategy. Constrained-domination and goal-attainment-domination are
realized with own strategies. C/g-domination will be realized by binding GoalAttainmentDomination instead of ParetoDomination to the strategyForFeasibleSolutions
of ConstrainedDomination. ConstrainedDomination uses a ConstraintChecker to get
information on the feasibility and the constraint violation of an individual. This separates the constrained-domination principle from further calculations and simplifies future
modifications. The information on individuals is cached during the optimization.
ConstraintCheckerImpl works on Objectives that will consist of multiple Objective
and Constraint objects. To create a Constraint, the user defines requirements with
Eclipse using QML (cf. chapter 5). PCMDeclarationParser parses these definitions and
creates InfeasibilityConstraint objects from constraint definitions (i.e. the QML Constraint objects) and SatisfactionConstaint objects from the goal specifications for the
objectives (i.e. the QML Goal objects). The corresponding parts of the QML model are
stored for retranslation. ConstraintCheckerImpl, i.e. ConstrainedDomination, only
uses InfeasibilityConstraints and GoalAttainmentDomination only uses SatisfactionConstraints.
With this architecture, the calling sequence of a dominance check is modified, illustrated in
figures 7.5, 7.6. Instead of performing the calculations itself, an Objectives object calls the
domination strategy. Using ConstrainedDomination in my case, the domination strategy
requests the constraint violation of the objects to compare (if any) from ConstraintCheckerImpl scaled on the basis of the current range of constraint values. To determine this
range, ConstraintCheckerImpl will save the minimum and maximum occurring values
listening on the population to check the values on changes. Once determined, the information on the constraint violations is cached in a HashMap. If no constraint violations
were detected, the strategy for feasible solutions GoalAttainmentDomination determines
whether the first individual dominates the other based on the strategy ParetoDomination.
A further aspect, which is rather an extension feature, is the possibility to plug new
sub-evaluators in more easily. As stated before, the sub-evaluators of the DSEEvaluator were hard-coded, i.e. the evaluatable quality attributes were predefined. Now, every
sub-evaluator that implements the interface IAnalysis can define by itself which quality
attribute, i.e. which QML dimension and evaluation aspect, it is able to evaluate. This
facilitates the extension of the optimization by further dimensions and evaluation aspects.
For example, if a performance evaluator is extended to be able to evaluate quantiles, it
can adjust the method canEvaluateAspectOfDimension(). Further, new sub-evaluators
can be plugged in by implementing the interface IAnalysis and the methods getDimension() and getEvaluationAspectOfDimension(). The evaluator has to specify a QML
dimension artifact, which will be read by QMLDimensionsReader. All sub-evaluators implementing IAnalysis are found by the extension and extension point mechanism of Eclipse.
This mechanism allows the loose coupling of system components, where extensions have
to conform to the contract an extension point declares.
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Figure 7.3.: The modified architecture consists of an Opt4J part and a PCM part. The
Opt4J part is kept general to be able to apply the concepts on different
problems. The PerOpteryx part is specific to PCM related definitions and
uses QML to define the optimization options, i.e. objectives and requirements.
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Figure 7.4.: The modified architecture has different domination strategy classes that to a
certain extent rely on each other.

NSGA-II:Selector

i1:Individual

i2:Individual

o1:Objectives

:DominationStrategy

1.1: getObjectives
o1 = i1.getObjectives()
1.2: getObjectives
1.3: getObjectives
o2 = i2.getObjectives()
1.4: getObjectives
1.5: dominates ( o : Objectives ) : Boolean
1.5.1: dominates ( o1 : Objectives, o2 : Objectives ) : Boolean
1.5.2: dominates
1.6: dominates

Figure 7.5.: Modified calling sequence when checking for dominance: A call for dominance
in Objectives is now delegated to the domination strategy.
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:ConstrainedDomination

:ConstraintCheckerImpl

:GoalAttainmntDomination

:ParetoDomination

1: dominates ( o1 : Objectives, o2 : Objectives ) : Boolean
loop
[2,2]

1: checkCache

2: checkCache
opt
[notCached]

1: isFeasible
2: isFeasible

opt
[notFeasible]

1: getConstraintViolation
2: getConstraintViolation

3: putInCache

4: putInCache

opt
[bothFeasible]
1: dominates
1.1: dominates
1.2: dominates
2: dominates

2: true/false

Figure 7.6.: Modified calling sequence when checking for dominance: The PCM specific
sequence of domination strategy calls.
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8. Case Study
This chapter presents a case study to evaluate the benefit of combining quality requirements and multi-objective evolutionary optimization. Early results presented in [NMR10]
have shown that the combination can achieve a significant improvement. This chapter is
organized as follows: Section 8.1 presents the objectives of the case study. Section 8.2
presents the setup of the case study. Furthermore, the main scenarios considered are described. Section 8.3 visualizes some runs and presents the comparison of the scenarios.
Moreover, this section presents further experiments based on the main scenarios. Finally,
section 8.4 discusses the results.

8.1. Objectives
The central goal of this diploma thesis is to improve the software architecture model
optimization process with the consideration of partial user preferences. This aims at
improving both, the quality of the solutions found by the search and the time needed to
find solutions with good quality characteristics in the interesting region of the objective
space. Consequently, several questions arise regarding the consideration of partial user
preferences during the optimization process:
• How does the quality of the solutions found by the search develop during the optimization process (i.e. over the iterations)?
• The type 1 preference information defines worst acceptable values for the quality
attributes of a software architecture. The type 2 preference information defines goal
values for the quality attributes of a software architecture. Does the search improve
when integrating the type 1 preference information and/or the type 2 preference
information?
• The type 1 preference information can be integrated with both, the constraineddomination method and the goal-attainment method. Is it possible to rank the two
methods according to their performance?
• If type 1 and type 2 preference information is available, is it possible to rank the
constrained-domination method, the goal attainment method, and the combined
method according to their performance?
These main questions are examined in section 8.3.2.
Furthermore, some questions arise regarding the configuration of the partial user preferences:
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• Does the search performance differ when varying the interesting region, particularly
if the type 1 preference information is changed?
• Can the performance of the search be improved if only a budget limit is known (i.e.
if only one dimension of the search space can be constrained)?

Among others, these configurational questions are examined in section 8.3.3.
For the evaluation, the coverage metric similar to [Zit99] is used. This metric allows to
compare different solution sets of a multi-objective optimization problem as comparing
sets of multi-dimensional solutions is non-trivial.

8.2. Main Setup
To evaluate the approach of considering requirements during the optimization process, the
business reporting system (BRS) introduced in section 3.2 and illustrated in figure 3.4 is
optimized for response time, probability of failure on demand (POFOD), and costs. To
formulate the search problem, the degrees of freedom of the BRS will be the following:
1. The 9 components of the BRS can be allocated to up to 9 different servers.
2. Each of the 9 servers has a continuously variable CPU rate between 0.75 GHz and
3 GHz.
3. The web server component, which communicates with the user, can be replaced by
two other components, each with different quality attributes.
For these degrees of freedom, the following variables and sets are introduced:
• Each component will be numbered alphabetically and ai ∈ Xa := {S1, S2, ..., S9}, i =
1, 2, ..., 9 is the allocation of the i-th component to one of the servers S1, S2, ..., S9.
• pi ∈ Xp := [0.75, 3], i = 1, 2, ..., 9 is the processing rate of the i-th server in GHz.
• w ∈ Xw := {W 1, W 2, W 3} is the choice of the web server.
According to section 6.2.3, the general search problem can be formulated as
minimize F (~x) := (rt(~x), pof od(~x), costs(~x)), F : D → O := R3+ ,
rt, pof od, costs : D → R+ ,
D := Xa9 × Xp9 × Xw ,

subject to
∗
∗
∗
3
~g = (grt
, gpof
od , gcosts ) ∈ R+ ,

rt(~x) − crt ≤ 0,
pof od(~x) − cpof od ≤ 0,
costs(~x) − ccosts ≤ 0,
where ~x is the representation of an architectural candidate, rt is the function that maps a
candidate to its response time, pof od is the function that maps a candidate to its POFOD,
costs is the function that maps a candidate to its costs, ~g is the goal vector of the quality
attributes, and crt , cpof od , ccosts are the worst acceptable values for the quality attributes.
At first, this search problem will be concretized for 5 specific scenarios, which I will focus
on in the following:
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1. No preferences can be specified in advance. The search will be unconstrained.
2. Type 1 preference information is available, i.e. certain quality level need to be
achieved for the system to be considered usable. The search will include this information and use the constrained-domination method.
3. Type 1 preference information is available. The search will include this information
and use the goal-attainment method.
4. Type 2 preference information is available, i.e. certain quality levels need to be
reached and do not have to be exceeded if other quality criteria have to be sacrificed.
The search will include this information and use the goal attainment method.
5. Type 1 and type 2 preference information is available. The search will include
this information and use the combined method, goal-attainment and constraineddomination.
The preference information is chosen, such that the interesting region is moderately small
and a bigger part of the objective space is ignored. Therefore, a test run is examined
first to estimate the approximate ranges of the objectives. Thus, the type 1 preference
information have been identified as
• response time has to be equal or less than 3 seconds,
• POFOD has to be equal or less than 0.0015,
• costs have to be equal or less than 2000 [monetary units],
whereas the type 2 preference information have been identified as
• response time of 2 seconds is sufficient,
• POFOD of 0.001425 is sufficient,
• costs of 1000 [monetary units] are sufficient.
All these scenarios can be realized with the use of my modified NSGA-II considering the
needed configuration that is automatically deduced from the requirements definition, i.e.
the QML model. The configuration per scenario is as follows:
Scenario

Constraints
  
crt
∞
cpof od  = ∞
∞
ccosts
 


3.0
crt
cpof od  = 0.0015
ccosts
2000
  

crt
∞
cpof od  = ∞
ccosts
∞

  
crt
∞
cpof od  = ∞
∞
ccosts

 

crt
3.0
cpof od  = 0.0015
ccosts
2000


1. Unconstrained search
Constrained
search
2. with the constraineddomination method
Constrained search with
3. the goal attainment
method
4.

Search with an unreachable reference point

Constrained search with
5. an unreachable reference
point
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Goals


−∞
= −∞
−∞
 ∗  

grt
−∞
∗
gpof
 = −∞
od
∗
−∞
gcosts
 ∗  

grt
3.0
∗
gpof
 = 0.0015
od
∗
2000
gcosts
 ∗  

grt
2.0
∗
gpof
 = 0.001425
od
∗
1000
gcosts
 ∗  

grt
2.0
∗
gpof
 = 0.001425
od
∗
1000
gcosts
∗
grt
∗
gpof

od
∗
gcosts
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Each search will be performed 10 times, called “run 0”, . . . , “run 9”. The searches are
initialized with 1 of 10 randomly generated population sets for each scenario, i.e. each
scenario will be examined once with the same population. In other words, the i-th run
of every scenario is initialized with the same population set. This allows to make paired
comparisons and to ensure that the initial population does not favor certain scenarios.
Further configurations of NSGA-II are
• number of generations: 200,
• population size: 20,
• crossover rate: 0.75 (i.e. the ratio of crossover to mutation in the reproduction phase
is 3:1).
The response time is predicted by transforming the PCM model into a layered queueing
network (LQN) and analyzing the model with a LQN solver1 (convergence value: 0.001,
iteration limit: 50, under-relaxation coefficient: 0.5). The reliability is predicted by transforming the PCM model into a Markov model, which is analyzed (precision: 6 decimal
places). The costs are determined by aggregating the costs of the components and the
servers. The components have fixed costs. The costs of the servers depend on their CPU
rate and the costs model is derived from Intel’s CPU price list [Int10]. Similar to Li et
al. [LCE10], aP
power function is chosen to be fitted to the data resulting in a costs model
[monetary units (MU)] with a coefficient of determination
of costs(~x) = i 0.7665 p6.2539
i
R2 = 0.965 and the processing rate of each server pi [GHz].
The optimization runs have been performed on a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 virtual
machine (8 cores, 64 GB RAM). Every run took approximately 6.5 hours and evaluated
around 1600 architectural candidates. In total, more than 650 hours pure calculation time
was needed for the case study. To handle this amount, 7 runs were started in parallel.
This showed to be difficult for the LQN solver such that the performance prediction was
not always successful. However, this fact was accepted as every run had to deal with this
obstacle.

8.3. Evaluation
8.3.1. Illustration of Optimization Runs
Figure 8.1 and figure 8.2 show two example runs of the optimization. The problem is
three-dimensional: The x-axis indicates the costs of the system, the y-axis indicates the
response time of the system, and the POFOD is coded into the color. Cold colors (green)
indicate a low POFOD, warm colors (orange, red) indicate a high POFOD.
Figure 8.1 illustrates a run of an unconstrained search (scenario 1), where no preference
information is given. The Pareto-optimal solutions are marked with triangles. The optimal
solutions are equally distributed along the costs-axis, however, this is not the case for
the response-time-axis. Moreover, the density of solutions along the response-time axis is
decreasing with decreasing costs. The reason is that with certain configurations, the system
is overloaded and the response time increases exponentially. Therefore, the solutions found
in the region with low costs are relatively few.
Figure 8.2 illustrates a run of a constrained search with an unreachable reference point
(scenario 5). The type 1 preference information is indicated with dashed lines. The POFOD constraint that deems already bright lime-green solutions infeasible is not visualized.
The type 2 preference information is indicated as a reference point (black/gray diamond
1

http://www.sce.carleton.ca/rads/lqns/
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at (1000, 2)). The POFOD of the reference point is 0.001425, which is not visualized. The
feasible, Pareto-optimal solutions are marked with triangles. Visually, there can be seen
some differences in distribution and in the amount of high POFOD solutions to the run
without preference information.
response time

POFOD ~0.002

POFOD ~0.0014
Pareto-optimal
solutions

costs

Figure 8.1.: Visualized result of an unconstrained search (scenario 1). The color of the
solutions indicates the POFOD. Cold colors (green) indicate a low POFOD,
warm colors (orange, red) indicate a high POFOD. Solutions found by the
algorithm are marked with triangles.

8.3.2. Comparison of Optimization Runs
Notations
First, n(S) will denote the non-c/g-dominated set of S ⊆ D. Recall that a set A is
g
cg
non-c/g-dominated if ∀~x, ~y ∈ A : ~x ⊀ ~y , cf. definition 4. To be precise,
g

cg

n(S) := {~x, ~y ∈ S|~x ⊀ ~y }, n : P(D) → P(D),

(8.1)

where P(D) denotes the power set of D. This will mean that every infeasible solution is
excluded from the set. Furthermore, if a solutions is beyond a goal in a quality attribute,
it is – figuratively speaking – mapped on this goal value to only analyze the differences in
the other attributes, cf. figure 8.3. This will allow to compare the solutions based on the
interesting region of the objective space.
Comparing solution sets of a multi-objective optimization problem is non-trivial. To compare the optimization runs, the coverage metric similar to [Zit99] is introduced:
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response time

POFOD ~0.002

POFOD ~0.0014
C/g-optimal
solutions
Reference point

c rt

c costs

costs

Figure 8.2.: Visualized result of a constrained search with an unreachable reference point
(scenario 5). The color of the solutions indicates the POFOD. Cold colors
(green) indicate a low POFOD, warm colors (orange, red) indicate a high POFOD. The reference point is indicated by the black/gray diamond at (1000, 2).
The POFOD of the reference point is 0.001425. The constraints are indicated by the dashed lines. The POFOD constraint deems already bright limegreen solutions infeasible. Solutions found by the algorithm are marked with
triangles.
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f2

cf

g f*1

1

f1

Figure 8.3.: Candidates exceeding goals are mapped on the interesting region (light gray
area) to be considered when comparing solutions sets and to ignore improvements beyond the goals.
Definition 11. Let A, B ⊆ D and Q := n(A ∪ B) ⊆ D. The coverage
metric C is defined as
C(A, B) :=

|n(A) ∩ Q|
(∈ [0, 1] as 0 ≤ |n(A) ∩ Q| ≤ |Q|).
|Q|

(8.2)

This means, if I compare two solution sets A and B and C(A, B) > 0.5, then A is considered
better than B as A has a higher contribution to the combined, non-c/g-dominated set
than B.
There is a potential problem that is not captured by this metric. If the space between
dominated solutions differs greatly, the coverage metric can have a biasing effect, cf. figure 8.4. However, this metric showed to be sufficient in Zitzler’s PhD thesis [Zit99]. The
filtered and mapped solutions of the illustrated runs in figures 8.1 and 8.2 is shown in
figure 8.5. The coverage metric of these fronts is 0.5. Judging from this illustration, the
fronts can be considered approximately equally good.
Finally, the following notation is introduced: The solution set after i iterations of the r-th
run in the s-th scenario, i.e. the non-c/g-dominated set of the set of all solutions found in
run r of scenario s at iteration i, will be denoted as Ssr (i).
In the following, the scenarios are compared. When now comparing two scenarios a and b,
the solution sets of the runs are compared pairwise for each population at each iteration with the coverage metric, i.e. ∀r, i : C(Sar (i), Sbr (i)). When I compare solution sets,
the interesting region will be always the strictest of the compared scenarios. For each
comparison, the minimum minr (C(Sar (i), Sbr (i))), maximum maxr (C(Sar (i), Sbr (i))), mean
µr (C(Sar (i), Sbr (i))), and the standard deviation σr (C(Sar (i), Sbr (i))) of the comparisons per
iteration are calculated. The conclusions of the comparisons will be based mainly on the
mean values µr (C(Sar (i), Sbr (i))).
Comparison: Scenario 1, Scenario 2, and Scenario 3
To find out how type 1 preference information influences the search, I compared the unconstrained search (scenario 1), the constrained search with the constrained-domination
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f2

front 1

front 2

f1
Figure 8.4.: Potential problem of the coverage metric: The coverage of both fronts is 0.5,
however, the space between the fronts (light gray and dark gray area) is unequally large (source: [Zit99]).

response time

POFOD ~0.0015
POFOD ~0.0014
unconstrained run
constrained run
non-c/g-dominated

*
gcosts

costs

Figure 8.5.: The filtered and mapped solutions of an unconstrained (scenario 1) and a
constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5). The
coverage metric is 0.5.
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method (scenario 2), and the constrained search with the goal attainment method (scenario 3). Therefore, the interesting region will be defined by
(crt , cpof od , ccosts )T = (3.0, 0.0015, 2000)T ,
∗
∗
∗
T
T
(grt
, gpof
od , gcosts ) = (−∞, −∞, −∞) .

Figure 8.6 shows that the constrained search with the constrained-domination method
(scenario 2) initially finds more solutions in the interesting region than the unconstrained
search (scenario 1) considering the mean coverages (black diamonds). However, the unconstrained search (scenario 1) is able to catch up and become slightly better in the last
iterations.
Figure 8.7 shows that the constrained search with the goal attainment method (scenario 3)
also finds more solutions in the interesting region initially and the unconstrained search
(scenario 1) can catch up as well. However, the constrained search with the goal attainment
method (scenario 3) seems to be superior to the unconstrained search (scenario 1) during
almost every iteration considering the mean coverages.
Figure 8.8 shows that the constrained search with the goal attainment method (scenario 3)
is inferior to the constrained search with the constrained-domination method (scenario 2)
in the first iterations, however, it can catch up quickly, become superior, and maintain its
superiority.
max
min

coverage

m
s

iteration

Figure 8.6.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 2) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1)
(maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S2r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
Comparison: Scenario 1 and Scenario 4
To find out how type 2 preference information influences the search, I compared the unconstrained search (scenario 1) with the search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 4). Therefore, the interesting region will be defined by
(crt , cpof od , ccosts )T = (∞, ∞, ∞)T ,
∗
∗
∗
T
T
(grt
, gpof
od , gcosts ) = (0.001425, 1000, 2) .
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max
min

coverage

m
s

iteration

Figure 8.7.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with the goal attainment method
(scenario 3) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦
C(S3r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).

max
min

coverage

m
s

iteration

Figure 8.8.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with the goal attainment method
(scenario 3) over the constrained search with the constrained-domination
method (scenario 2) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S3r (i), S2r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
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Figure 8.9 shows that only providing the unreachable reference point (scenario 4) is initially
bad for the search. After some iterations, the biased search becomes equal or slightly better
than the unconstrained search (scenario 1).
max
min

coverage

m
s

iteration

Figure 8.9.: Solution coverages of the search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 4) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦
C(S4r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
Comparison: Scenario 5 with Scenario 1, Scenario 2, and Scenario 3
To find out how type 1 combined with type 2 preference information influences the searches,
I compared the constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5) with the
unconstrained search (scenario 1), the constrained search with the constrained-domination
method (scenario 2), and the constrained search with the goal attainment method (scenario 3). Therefore, the interesting region will be defined by
(crt , cpof od , ccosts )T = (3.0, 0.0015, 2000)T ,
∗
∗
∗
T
T
(grt
, gpof
od , gcosts ) = (0.001425, 1000, 2) .

Figure 8.10 shows that initially, the coverage of the constrained search with an unreachable
reference point (scenario 5) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1) fluctuates. Eventually, the constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5) seems to
become superior to the unconstrained search (scenario 1).
Figure 8.11 shows that the constrained search with the constrained-domination method
(scenario 2) is superior to the constrained search with an unreachable reference point
(scenario 5) initially. However, the constrained search with an unreachable reference point
(scenario 5) can eventually catch up.
Figure 8.12 shows that the constrained search with the goal attainment method (scenario 3)
is superior to the constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5) in
almost every iteration. Thus, the constrained search with the goal attainment method
(scenario 3) outperforms to the constrained search with an unreachable reference point
(scenario 5).
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coverage

max
min

m
s

iteration

Figure 8.10.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1)
(maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S5r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).

max
min

coverage

m
s

iteration

Figure 8.11.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5) over the constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 2) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S5r (i), S2r (i)), i =
0, ..., 200).
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max
min

coverage

m
s

iteration

Figure 8.12.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with an unreachable reference
point (scenario 5) over the constrained search with the goal attainment
method (scenario 3) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S5r (i), S3r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).

8.3.3. Configurational Experiments
In this section, some further thoughts regarding the configuration of the search are examined. The experiments consider modifying the crowding distance calculations of NSGA-II
and varying the user preference information. The examined scenarios are listed in the
following table. Their more detailed description as well as their results are presented
afterwards.
Scenario
Constrained search with
an unreachable reference
6.
point
and
modified
crowding distance
Lowly
constrained
7. search with an unreachable reference point
Highly
constrained
search
with
the
8.
constrained-domination
method
Highly
constrained
9. search with the goal
attainment method
Costs-constrained search
10. with the constraineddomination method

Constraints


 
crt
3.0
cpof od  = 0.0015
ccosts
2000



∗
grt



crt

Goals
 


2.0
∗
 = 0.001425
gpof
od
∗
1000
gcosts






5.0
cpof od  = 0.00175
3000
ccosts



∗
grt







crt






2.5
cpof od  = 0.0015
ccosts
1500



∗
grt







crt



∗
grt







 
∞
cpof od  = ∞
ccosts
∞

 

∞
crt
cpof od  =  ∞ 
ccosts
1000

75


2.0
∗
gpof
 = 0.001425
od
∗
1000
gcosts

−∞
∗
gpof
 = −∞
od
∗
−∞
gcosts

2.5
∗
gpof
 = 0.0015
od
∗
1500
gcosts
 ∗  

grt
−∞
∗
gpof
 = −∞
od
∗
−∞
gcosts
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Modified Crowding Distance Calculations (Scenario 6)
One thought is that the strong favoritism of border solutions in a front by assigning them
an infinite crowding distance (cf. algorithm 2, line 7) could drive the search outside the
interesting region as the first fronts consist of feasible solutions, cf. figure 8.13. Aiming
at balancing the favoritism among the front, I modified the crowding distance of border
solutions in algorithm 2 to
2 ∗ (I[2].m − I[1].m)
,
max − f min )
(fm
m
2 ∗ (I[l].m − I[l − 1].m)
+
max − f min )
(fm
m

I[1]distance = I[1]distance +

(8.3)

I[l]distance = I[l]distance

(8.4)

and rerun scenario 5. However, figure 8.14 shows that the constrained search with an
unreachable reference point and modified crowding distance (scenario 6) performs almost
equally to the initial, unconstrained search (scenario 1). Illustrated in figure 8.15, the
constrained search with an unreachable reference point and modified crowding distance
(scenario 6) seems to be superior to the constrained search with an unreachable reference
point (scenario 5) for about 50 iterations in the middle of the search. However, the
constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5) can catch up, such
that both configurations seem to eventually perform equally considering the mean crowding
distance.

Figure 8.13.: Based on the constrained-domination method, the first fronts Fh consist of
feasible solutions x~i with ∀j : fj (x~i ) ≤ cj . The gray solutions are originally
assigned an infinite crowding distance.

Lowly Constrained Search (Scenario 7)
One thought is that allowing more diversity in the solution set by wider constraints could
improve the search. I examined a further scenario (scenario 7), where the type 1 preference
information have been identified as (crt , cpof od , ccosts )T = (5.0, 0.00175, 3000)T and the
type 2 preference information are similar to those in scenario 5. However, figure 8.16
shows that the lowly constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 7)
and the unconstrained search (scenario 1) perform almost equally.
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Figure 8.14.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with an unreachable reference
point and modified crowding distance (scenario 6) over the unconstrained
search (scenario 1) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S6r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
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Figure 8.15.: Solution coverages of the constrained search with an unreachable reference point and modified crowding distance (scenario 6) over the constrained
search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦
C(S6r (i), S5r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
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Figure 8.16.: Solution coverages of the lowly constrained search with an unreachable
reference point (scenario 7) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1)
(maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S7r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
Highly Constrained Search (Scenario 8 and Scenario 9)
One thought is that in a highly constrained interesting region, it is more important to
provide user preferences to guide the search, such that the search can converge earlier.
I examined a scenario, where the type 1 preference information has been identified as
(crt , cpof od , ccosts )T = (2.5, 0.0015, 1500)T and where no type 2 preference information is
T
T
∗
∗ , g∗
given, i.e. (grt
pof od , gcosts ) = (−∞, −∞, −∞) (scenario 8). In this region, the searches
found between 2 and 3 solutions on average. Figure 8.17 illustrates one run of the highly
constrained search with the constrained-domination method (scenario 8). The preference
information is indicated with dashed lines. The feasible, Pareto-optimal solutions are
marked with triangles.
Figure 8.18 shows the superiority of the highly constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 8) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1). Especially in
the first 50 iterations, the constrained search has a higher coverage, thus it converges faster.
One unconstrained search (scenario 1) was not able to find solutions in the interesting
region.
To examine the same interesting region with the goal attainment method (scenario 9), the
parameters of the search are set to
(crt , cpof od , ccosts )T = (∞, ∞, ∞)T ,
∗
∗
∗
T
T
(grt
, gpof
od , gcosts ) = (2.5, 0.0015, 1500) .

Figure 8.19 shows that the unconstrained search (scenario 1) is superior to the highly
constrained search with the goal attainment method (scenario 9).
In a direct comparison, figure 8.20 shows the superiority of the highly constrained search
with the constrained-domination method (scenario 8) over the highly constrained search
with the goal attainment method (scenario 9) in the first and in the last iterations. In the
middle of the search, the methods perform almost equally.
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Figure 8.17.: Visualized result of a highly constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 8). The color of the solutions indicates the
POFOD. Cold colors (green) indicate a low POFOD, warm colors (orange,
red) indicate a high POFOD. The constraints are indicated by the dashed
lines. The POFOD constraint deems already bright lime-green solutions infeasible. Solutions found by the algorithm are marked with triangles.
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Interested in this highly constrained region, figure 8.21 shows that the highly constrained
search with the goal attainment method (scenario 9) is better than the search with an
unreachable reference point (scenario 4).
coverage
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iteration

Figure 8.18.: Solution coverages of the highly constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 8) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1)
(maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S8r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
Costs-Constrained Search (Scenario 10)
Finally, I examine the probably most common scenario. The only information known
before the search is a budget limit (scenario 10). Therefore, the parameters of the search
are set to
(crt , cpof od , ccosts )T = (∞, ∞, 1000)T ,
∗
T
T
∗
∗
(grt
, gpof
od , gcosts ) = (−∞, −∞, −∞) .

This allows to interpret the constraints rather as a search direction. The other scenarios
constrain the search from every direction such that the constraints might not be exploited
sufficiently.
One run of the costs-constrained search with the constrained-domination method (scenario 10) is illustrated in figure 8.22. In comparison with the unconstrained search
(scenario 1) illustrated in figure 8.1, the costs-constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 10) was able to provide a better distribution of Paretooptimal solutions with costs less than 1000 monetary units.
Figure 8.23 compares the costs-constrained search with the constrained-domination method
(scenario 10) with the unconstrained search (scenario 1). It can be seen that the costsconstrained search with the constrained-domination method (scenario 10) performs worse
in the first 60 iterations, but becomes significantly better in the last iterations especially
w.r.t the maximum and minimum coverage values as the standard deviation is relatively
r (200), S r (200)) ≈ 0.1115).
low (σr ◦ C(S10
1
Furthermore, I examined for this scenario the time saving of the costs-constrained search
with the constrained-domination method (scenario 10) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1). Therefore, I examined after how many iterations the costs-constrained search
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Figure 8.19.: Solution coverages of the highly constrained search with the goal attainment method (scenario 9) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1)
(maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S9r (i), S1r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
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Figure 8.20.: Solution coverages of the highly constrained search with the goal attainment
method (scenario 9) over the highly constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 8) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S9r (i), S8r (i)), i =
0, ..., 200).
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Figure 8.21.: Solution coverages of the highly constrained search with the goal attainment
method (scenario 9) over the search with an unreachable reference point
(scenario 4) (maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S9r (i), S4r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
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Figure 8.22.: Visualized result of a costs-constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 10). The costs constraint is indicated by the
dashed line. The color of the solutions indicates the POFOD. Cold colors
(green) indicate a low POFOD, warm colors (orange, red) indicate a high
POFOD. Solutions found by the algorithm are marked with triangles.
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with the constrained-domination method (scenario 10) finds solutions equivalent to the
final result of the unconstrained search (scenario 1), i.e. formally stated, I first find
for each run r the smallest j for C(S1r (j), S1r (200)) ≥ 0.5, then I find the smallest i for
r (i), S r (j)) ≥ 0.5. In other words, I compare the costs-constrained search with the
C(S10
1
constrained-domination method (scenario 10) with the earliest iteration of the unconstrained search (scenario 1) where there is no change in solutions w.r.t. the final iteration. On average, the time saving of the costs-constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 10) is approximately 23%. A Student’s t-test shows a statistical significance of this result of p-value = 0.06018.
max
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Figure 8.23.: Solution coverages of the costs-constrained search with the constraineddomination method (scenario 10) over the unconstrained search (scenario 1)
r (i), S r (i)), i = 0, ..., 200).
(maxr / minr /µr /σr ◦ C(S10
1

8.4. Observations and Conclusions
During the case study, several observations were made. These observations are discussed
in this section.
Visually, the optimizations runs do not differ significantly. Taking a closer look at the
optimization, I observed that the offspring of a population can vary greatly from the
population w.r.t. the quality attributes. This can be caused by the search problem formulation. For example, modifying a variable can cause a change of the allocation or the
selection of a component, which can lead to completely different quality values. Future
work can examine this effect by focusing on a system with only insensitive degrees of freedom, i.e. degrees of freedom where a small change has a limited effect on the quality of the
system, e.g. changing the processor rate of the server. Additionally, the reproduction operators that create new offspring can be adjusted to narrow this effect down. For example,
the reproduction operators can focus on the insensitive degrees of freedom or not modify
the sensitive degrees of freedom if a certain iteration count is reached. Furthermore, an
analysis of how the best architectural candidates were created, i.e. their ‘parents’ and
reproduction strategy (recombination/mutation/...), can be conclusive w.r.t. this effect.
The coverage metric can have a biasing effect on the results. As this metric showed to be
sufficient in Zitzler’s PhD thesis [Zit99], this effect was accepted in this diploma thesis.
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Future work can examine the experiments and further experiments with other metrics, e.g.
comparing empirical attainment functions [ZKT08].
The constrained-domination method and the goal attainment method show to converge
quickly into the interesting region (cf. figures 8.6 and 8.16), however, the unconstrained
search can catch up with the constrained-domination method. If the iteration count of
the algorithm is fixed, it can be interesting to let the optimization search unconstrainedly
at first and consider the constraints in the last 20-30 iterations. Furthermore, it can be
interesting to create an iterative technique by refining the constraints stepwise.
A direct comparison of the unconstrained search (scenario 1) and the constrained search
with the constrained-domination method (scenario 2) or the constrained search with the
goal attainment method (scenario 3) shows that the goal attainment method is the best
choice for “moderate” constraints (cf. figure 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8). Even compared to the
constrained search with an unreachable reference point (scenario 5), the goal attainment
method seems to be superior with this configuration of constraints (cf. figure 8.12). Further
experiments can examine the absolute values of “moderate” constraints as well as the
performance of other constraint handling techniques.
Providing an overly ambitious goal vector seems not to improve the search (cf. figures 8.9,
8.11 and 8.21). The problem can be that an unreachable goal vector cannot provide enough
information to guide the search using the goal attainment method.
The experiments with the modified crowding distance calculations (scenario 6) show a
boost in the quality of the solutions found in the middle of the search, i.e. approximately
between iteration 45 and 80 (cf. figure 8.15). This can indicate that interior solutions
can be important to improve the search in at least a few iterations . Further experiments
can examine other constraints that allow more interior solutions per front to improve
the search. Maybe a hyperplane with negative slope as illustrated in figure 8.24 can be
more helpful. This type of constraint can be considered with the constrained-domination
method. However, the applicability of such a type of constraint has to be given.

f2

h

f1

Figure 8.24.: Focusing on interesting solutions with a hyperplane h. Solutions above the
hyperplane h are deemed infeasible.
The experiments with the lowly constrained search space (scenario 7) indicates that the
search space needs to be constrained significantly to achieve a difference in the search (cf.
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figure 8.16). This can be due to the fact that the constraints do not apply often, thus the
influence of the constraints is too little.
Considering a highly constrained search space, the experiment show that the constraineddomination method seems to be the best choice. Except for a few iterations in the middle
of the search, the highly constrained search with the constrained-domination method (scenario 8) is superior to the highly constrained search with the goal attainment method
(scenario 9) (cf. figures 8.18 and 8.20). However, the standard deviation in the searches
is relatively high. This can be due to the few solutions found in the interesting region
(between 2 and 3 on average), such that one solution found in the interesting region can
have a decisive impact on the coverage. To gain a statistically significant insight into this
observation, a lot more runs need to be examined.
The probably most common scenario of having a budget limit examined with the constrained-domination (scenario 10) principle shows the best improvement considering the
last iterations. In the first iterations, the unconstrained search seems to be superior to the
constrained search, however, the costs-constrained search is able to improve and become
superior with a relatively low standard deviation in the runs. The time saving of this
costs-constrained search over the unconstrained search is more than 20% with sufficient
statistical significance. To underpin this result statistically, examining some further runs
(≈ 5-10) with further starting populations is recommended.
The experiments considered three dimensions. More dimensions can be examined as evolutionary algorithms are unable to find the most promising search direction with increasing
number of objectives [Bra08]. Therefore, the assumption that the benefit of integrating
preference information into the optimization process is increased in a high dimensional
search problem can be examined.
The results are specific for the BRS. Further experiments can examine more complex
systems to see if combining the requirements and the search can improve the convergence
of the search, thus the quality of solutions found by the algorithm. Furthermore, examining
other systems can provide statistical information that is independent of the system under
study.
The experiments considered 10 different starting populations. To underpin the results
statistically a lot more starting populations are needed and recommended as future work.
This has not been done in this diploma thesis due to time and resource restrictions.
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9. Conclusion
In conclusion, section 9.1 provides a summary of this diploma thesis and section 9.2 highlights future work identified in section 8.4.

9.1. Summary
This diploma thesis presented an approach to integrate partial user preferences into a multiobjective evolutionary software architecture model optimization approach to find a biased
Pareto-front approximation. I address the problem that the multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm NSGA-II explores the whole search space; the software architect, however, already has a rough idea for the quality requirements of the software architecture, such that
many solutions found by the search cannot be considered as a possible architecture. The
specific quality requirements regarded are i) worst acceptable values and ii) goal values
for the quality attributes. If a quality attribute exceeds the worst acceptable value for
a software architecture configuration, this architectural candidate is infeasible, thus useless for the user. If a quality attribute reaches a goal value for a software architecture
configuration, it is not wanted to sacrifice other quality attributes to further improve the
quality attribute fulfilling the goal for this architectural candidate. The presented approach aims at focusing the search on particularly interesting solutions that satisfy these
quality requirements.
I extended the PerOpteryx approach [MKBR10] that uses NSGA-II as implemented in the
Opt4J framework to find Pareto-optimal software architectures. The extension comprises
three aspects:
1. I created a metamodel for the specification of quality attributes and quality requirements based on the Quality of service Modeling Language (QML) [FK98]. This
metamodel allows to define constraints for quality attributes. Furthermore, the metamodel allows to define quality attributes as objectives and goal values for these objectives. These definitions and requirements are bound to a PCM instance such that
objectives and constraints can be defined for usage scenarios or entry level system
calls.
2. The quality requirements defined with the metamodel of QML are translated into a
multi-objective optimization problem with side conditions. Thus, the search problem
can be formulated with the metamodel of QML. This formulation is taken as input
for the optimization process with PerOpteryx.
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3. A novel, combined constraint handling technique is created. This constraint handling
technique does not increase the complexity of Pareto-based metaheuristics. I used
the technique with the PerOpteryx approach to focus the search on particularly
interesting solutions. I integrated the general aspects of the constraint handling
techniques, i.e. the search problem specific elements, into the Opt4J framework
to make my work reusable for different problems. The PCM specific aspects are
integrated into PerOpteryx. The combined technique comprises the constraineddomination method of Deb [Deb01] and the goal attainment method of Fonseca
et al. [FF93]. This combined technique is realized such that every method can
be used for itself. Moreover, the realization does not required to use one of these
methods such that the Pareto-dominance-based search can be applied and existing
applications using the Opt4J framework do not have to be modified.

The extension of PerOpteryx was examined in a case study. The case study optimized
the business reporting system (BRS) with 10 different constraint scenarios. Each scenario
was examined with 10 different starting populations. Overall, more than 650 hours pure
calculation time was needed for the case study.
The results of the case study require more runs to provide statistical relevance, however,
the results indicate that the consideration of user preferences during the optimization
process can improve the quality of the solutions found by the search. The preferences
especially help to let the population of the evolutionary algorithm converge quickly into
the interesting region. However, as the offspring of a population can vary greatly from
the population w.r.t. to the quality attributes, it is difficult to improve the software
architecture optimization process as desired.
An important insight is that the probably most common scenario of having a budget limit
can be sped up by more than 20% on average. A Student’s t-test shows this improvement to be statistical significant with p-value = 0.06018. Furthermore, the best method
to integrate user preferences seems to depend on the constraints, i.e. the goal attainment method seems to perform better for moderate constraint, whereas the constraineddomination method seems to perform better for tight constraints. Finally, providing an
unreachable reference point for the goal attainment method seems not to improve the
search. However, these results are based on the system under study and may differ for
other systems.

9.2. Future Work
For future work, I recommend to consider the following aspects:
• To underpin the results of chapter 8 statistically, examining further runs for the
scenarios is highly recommended. Especially scenario 10 that considers a budget
limit, i.e. a costs constraint, seems the most promising. Due to time and resource
restriction, this could not be done in this diploma thesis.
• The results are specific to the business reporting system (BRS). Considering other
systems – maybe randomly – can provide statistical information that is independent
from the system under study.
• The scalability of the results can be examined by applying the case study to a much
more complex system.
• As evolutionary algorithms are said to have difficulties in high dimensional search
spaces [Bra08], the importance of the combination of user preferences and evolutionary algorithms with increasing dimensions can be examined.
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• The offspring of a population can differ greatly from the population w.r.t. the quality attributes. New reproduction operators can improve the search by only allowing
insensitive changes, i.e. changes that limit the change in quality when creating new
offspring by e.g. only modifying the processor rate of a server if a certain iteration count is reached. Furthermore, only a search problem with insensitive degrees
of freedom can be examined such that the solutions found do not necessarily vary
greatly w.r.t. their quality attributes. Finally, analyzing how the best architectural
candidates were created, i.e. their ‘parents’ and reproduction strategy (recombination/mutation/...) can help to develop better reproduction operators.
This can help to identify guidelines for the optimization process. For example, it
can be better to search unconstrainedly for allocation problems, whereas it can be
better to search constrainedly for server sizing problems, where the allocation of the
architecture is fixed.
• The results can be examined with other metrics, e.g. comparing empirical attainment
function [ZKT08]. This can further show the significance of the results.
• Integrating user preferences into the search shows a quick convergence of the solutions. It can be interesting to only consider the user preferences in the last iterations
if the number of iterations is fixed. Furthermore, the process can be transformed to
an iterative approach where the constraints are tightened stepwise. This could help
to find better solutions as the diversity of the population is not limited extremely
from the beginning of the search.
• Further constraint handling techniques can be examined and compared to the integrated techniques to identify the most promising technique for the optimization.
• Other types of constraints, e.g. a hyperplane with negative slope as illustrated in
figure 8.24, can be examined that allow more interior solutions per front. However,
the applicability of such constraints needs to be given.
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Appendix
A. Quality of service Modeling Language (QML) – Syntax
Definition
In this appendix, the complete language definition of the Quality of service Modeling
Language (QML) is presented. The language is defined in Extended Backus-Naur Form
(EBNF) by Frølund et al. [FK98]. For the presentation of the definition of QML, the
EBNF of the ISO/IEC 14977:1996(E) standard is used defining, among other things, the
following symbols:
Symbol
=
,
;
|
[ ... ]
{ ... }
( ... )
" ... "
(* ... *)

Meaning
non-terminal element definition
concatenation of elements
end of element definition
alternative
optional
arbitrary repetition
grouping elements
terminal element
comment

First, listing 1 shows general definitions. Then, the QML definition is shown in listing 2
with QML keywords highlighted.
Listing 1: General definitions (source: [FK98]).

5

letter
digit
integer
float
number
identifier
percent

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"a" | ... | "z"
"0" | ... | "9"
digit , {digit}
digit , {digit}
integer | float
letter , {"−" |
"%" ;

| "A" | ... | "Z" ;
;
;
, "." , digit , {digit} ;
;
letter | digit} ;

Listing 2: QML definition (source: [FK98]).

5

declarations
qmlDeclaration
contrTypeDecl
contractType
dimensionDecl
dimensionType
orderSem
enumDef
setDef

10

orderDef
oneOrder

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
|

{qmlDeclaration} ;
contrTypeDecl | contrDecl | profileDecl ;
"type" , (∗contract type∗) name , "=" , contractType ;
"contract" , "{" , {dimensionDecl} , "}" ;
(∗dimension∗) name , ":" , dimensionType , [unit] , ";" ;
enumDef | setDef | numericDef ;
"increasing" | "decreasing" ;
"enum" , "{" , nameList , "}" ;
"set" , "{" , (∗element∗) nameList , "}"
orderSem , "set" , "{" , (∗element∗) nameList , "}" ,
["with" , orderDef] ;
= "order" , "{" , [oneOrder , {"," , oneOrder}] , "}" ;
= (∗element∗) name , "<" , (∗element∗) name
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numericDef
unit
contrDecl
contrDeltaDecl
contrExp
dimConstraint
simpleConstr
valueLiteral
aspectConstr
statConstr

25

freqRange
profileDecl

=
=
=
=
=
|
=
=
=
=
=
|
|
|
=
=

30

profileExp

35

40

reqClause
contractList
entityList
entity

nameList
numOp

=
|
=
=
=
=
|
|
=
=

orderSem , "numeric" ;
(∗unit∗) name | (∗unit∗) name , "/" , (∗unit∗) name ;
"contract" , "{" , {dimConstraint} , "}" ;
"{" , dimConstraint , "}" ;
(∗type∗) name , contrDecl , ";"
(∗contract∗) name , "refined by" , contrDeltaDecl , ";" ;
simpleConstr , ";" | aspectConstr , ";" ;
(∗dimension∗) name , numOp , valueLiteral , [unit] ;
number | "{" , (∗element∗) nameList , "}" | (∗element∗) name ;
(∗dimension∗) name , "{" , {statConstr} , "}" ;
"percentile" , number , numOp , valueLiteral , ";"
"frequency" , freqRange , numOp , number , percent , ";"
"mean" , numOp , valueLiteral , ";"
"variance" , numOp , valueLiteral , ";" ;
("[" | "(") , valueLiteral , "," , valueLiteral , (")" | "]") ;
(∗profile∗) name , "for" , (∗interface∗) name , "=" ,
profileExp ;
"profile" , "{" , {reqClause} , "}"
(∗profile∗) name , "refined by" , "{" , {reqClause} , "}" ;
["from" , entityList] , "require" , contractList ;
contrExp , {"," , contrExp} ;
entity , {"," , entity} ;
(∗operation∗) name
(∗operation∗) name , "." , (∗argument∗) name
"result of" , (∗operation∗) name ;
name , {"," , name} ;
">=" | ">" | "<" | "<=" | "==" ;
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